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Copy of Isaac Koi’s farewell statement
(with footnotes added, for ease of reference to exhibited material)
Goodbye: I seem to have greatly annoyed Ted Roe about a month ago when I posted a brief
comment on Facebook about his new IAUPR group [_FOOTNOTE 1_]. Without wanting to
bother you all with the details, he has subsequently posted on various Facebook pages attacking
my use of a pseudonym (referring to me as a "fictional entity" [_FOOTNOTE 2_],"it"
[_FOOTNOTE 3_] and posting "Who the fuck is Isaac Koi and why won't he comply w the
standards we do" [_FOOTNOTE 4_]). The relevant Facebook pages include his own page and
the one at the link below [_FOOTNOTE 5_] (among others [_FOOTNOTE 6_]):
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
In the context of these posts on various Facebook pages, Ted Roe posted about "my guys" [_FOOTNOTE
7_] being at the CNES event I attended in Paris a couple of years ago (where I had the pleasure of meeting
with Jacques Vallee, Richard Haines and various others - including quite a few members of the EuroUFO
email List) and there being _"pics"_ [_FOOTNOTE 8_]. Since the relevant meeting was held on the basis
that everyone was entitled to preserve their anonymity if they wished, I had expected that any photos that
include me would not be made public - but it looks like I may have been too trusting.
Even more worryingly to me, given my concern not to have clients know about my interest in ufology in
case this adversely affects my income, he has now posted today - after various people were kind enough to
support me in the relevant discussion on Facebook (including Edoardo Russo [_FOOTNOTE 9_], Curt
Collins [_FOOTNOTE 10_], Rich Hoffman [_FOOTNOTE 11_], Paul Dean [_FOOTNOTE 12_] and
others [_FOOTNOTE 13_]) - called those supporting me "little butt sucking followers" [_FOOTNOTE
14_] and said "just watch how I make these malcontents famous anytime someone searches their name"
[_FOOTNOTE 15_].
It appears to be implied - although not entirely clear - that Ted intends to cause my interest in ufology to
appear in search results anytime someone searches my (real) name. Given that Ted knows people that have
met me (with Ted repeatedly referring to Jacques Vallee in the relevant posts), he could be in a position to
do this.
I'm not willing to take this risk.
I've been prepared to share resources freely with the UFO community for over a decade without asking
anything in return, simply seeking to be allowed to participate using a pseudonym to avoid risking any
potential damage to my career. The above issues suggest that I cannot do this.
This means that I now probably have to cease active participation in ufology - with effect from today. I am,
frankly, rather upset about this.
It's been (mostly) fun, but any potential harm to my career is more important to me.
My wife would kill me if my association with ufology damaged my career. She already had a rather
jaundiced view of my bothering to spend time on these issues.
Given Ted Roe's connections, I simply don't see any alternative.
All the best,
Isaac

FOOTNOTE 1 : A screenshot of my brief comment on Facebook in October 2016
about Ted Roe's new IAUPR group is at page 133. (It, and the ensuing comments by
Ted Roe, are Exhibit E at pages 132-151)

FOOTNOTE 2 : Ted Roe referred to me as a "fictional entity" in the post copied
at page 89 of this PDF.

FOOTNOTE 3 : Ted Roe referred to me as "it" repeatedly, including in the posts
copied at pages
72

FOOTNOTE 4 : Ted Roe's post "Who the fuck is Isaac Koi and why won't he comply
w the standards we do" is copied at page 43 of this PDF.

FOOTNOTE 5 : The relevant discussion is Exhibit B (copied at pages 80 to 95 of
this PDF).

FOOTNOTE 6 : The other relevant discussions include Exhibit A (at pages 5 to 79 of
this PDF)

FOOTNOTE 7 : Ted Roe's post referring to "my guys" is copied at page 60 of this
PDF.

FOOTNOTE 8 : Ted Roe's post referring to there being "pics" is copied at page 60 of
this PDF.

FOOTNOTE 9 : Edoardo Russo's supportive posts include material copied at pages
90-91 of this PDF.

FOOTNOTE 10 : Curt Collins' supportive posts include material copied at page 83

FOOTNOTE 11 : Rich Hoffman's supportive posts include material copied at pages
67-69, 71, 90 and 92 of this PDF.

FOOTNOTE 12 : Paul Dean's supportive posts include material copied at page 95.

FOOTNOTE 13 : Other supportive posts include Exhibit D (at pages 118 to 131)and,
indeed, most of the material in the exhibits not written by Ted Roe...

FOOTNOTE 14 : Ted Roe's post referring to those supporting me as "little butt
sucking followers" is copied at page 93 of this PDF. See also pages 90 and 92 of this
PDF.

FOOTNOTE 15 : Ted Roe's post stating "just watch how I make these malcontents
famous anytime someone searches their name" is copied at page 76 of this PDF.

Exhibit A
Screenshots of discussion in the “ET Disclosure International” group on Facebook. The contents
of these screenshots can be verified by viewing that discussion online at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/etdisclosurewinnipeg/permalink/1434867869876673/

Chris Rutkowski .. ET
DI SCLOSURE INTERNATIONAL

v

Monday at 9:14 AM

,

I was invited to post this here. Chris Bledsoe
has posted this photo as published in a new
book about UFOs by astronomer Harold
Povenmire, a noted asteroid occultation
specialist. The photo was lauded as real (by
Bledsoe and Povenmire) because a prominent
astronomer has it in his book as proof of alien
visitation. (It was apparently a monkey). Isaac
Koi did a thorough study of the hoax photo
and posted details years ago.
http://www.isaackoi.com/alien-photosfkoialien-photo-01.html
https:/fwww.amazon.com/Aiien-AbductionPhenome ... / ... /0997763817
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Eduardo Pogorel sky
small aliens don't supose to have big
heads?
Monday at 10:00 AM · Uke ·

lJ 1 · Reply

Samuel Bass
That's just misinformation!
Tuesday at 3:18AM ·Like· Reply
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Doug Auld
thats a monkey? and the two men in
t rench coats are walking with it for
what reason? just asking, I'm not
saying i know what it is but
questionin g the context .
Monday at 11:50 AM · Like ·
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Charl es Lamoureux
Whatever it is , has nice little
galoches
Monday at 12:03 PM· Like·

liJ
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
nice underweares
Monday at 4:47 PM · L ke ·
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
It can't be claim as a real or as a
proof, neither can't be claim as a fake
with out the appropriate investigation
Monday at 4:51 PM ·Like · Reply

Eduard o Pogorelsky
http://forgetomori .com/2012/ufos/
the-fbikgbss-alien-photo-found/
forget omori » The FBI/K ...
forgetomori.com
"Above, one of the most i...
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"Above, one of the most i. ..
Monday at 4:51 PM · Like · Reply

Edu ardo Pogore lsky
From Stephen Bradford: Looks fake,
most likely is fake, but I reviewed the
link and just read people's "theories"
with no firm conclusions or origins.
One researcher said it was a shaved
monkey, another said it was a double
exposed photo, another said it was a
hoax by german newspaper, another
one said it was photo manipulation of
two men pushing a babies cart...
Is there a definitive origin. Does the
original exist without the ape monkey
alien creature?
Monday at 4.54 PM · Like · ~ 2 · Reply

Doug Au ld
thanks eddie for staying open to
all possibilities.
Monday at 6:14 PM · Like · [] 2 ·
Reply
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Doug Auld
thanks eddie for staying open to
all possibilities.
Monday at 6:14 PM Like · (J 2 ·
Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
my opinion is was a fake
German article in 50 .
Monday at 7"58 PM · L ke · (J 1 ·
Reply

Pet er Mandeville
Hahahaha ..... good grief.
Tuesday at 5:32 PM · Like · Reply

Write a reply...
Doug Auld
i think the alien is real and the trench
coats are fake.
Monday at 6:14 PM · Like · Reply

Doug Auld
heres a photo off the article eddie
posted. looks a bit better and
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Doug Auld
heres a photo off the article eddie
posted. looks a bit better and
whatever it is, is not a monkey.

Monday at 6:22 PM · Like · (] 3 · Reply

Samuel Bass
That looks like a character
'sprite' from a 90s video game if
I ever saw one ... Why is an
accredited person endorsing
this as 'proof'?
Tuesday at 3:22 AM · Like ·
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Chri stopher Bledsoe Sr.
The person that published this in his
new scientific book is Dr Hal
Povenmire
I would suggest you guys figure out
who he is and why he would publish
this before you come to conclusion.
He is not only a Astronomer but a
rocket scientist and is head of the
press core at NASA.
This is part of Disclosure the truths
are being put out there believe it or
not it's up to you .
...

-· --· ,....... ·--·
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............._..
Hal Povenmire
PROGRAMS
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Hal Povenmire

-

PROGRAMS

Tuesday at 7:11 AM· Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
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Hal Povenmire

Tuesday at 7:12 AM · Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
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Christopher Bledsoe Sr.

UFO'Sand IlleR

Abducdon Phenomena
ASclenllflc Anatvsts
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Tuesday at 7:13 AM · Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
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Tuesday at 7:13 AM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorel sky
so? why I have to believe it? show me
historic report of small aliens with
small head. The german magazine
posted this picture with no source in
the 50' . No tracks to go further in the
investigation. Present as a fact is a
mistake, present as unknown should
my more acertive.
T.---
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Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
You should call Dr Povenmire and ask
him I think his credentials speak for
themselves.
He started observations of the sky
and moon before you were born and
is still active.
He heads the press core at NASA!
Tuesday at 7:46 AM · Edited · L ke ·
Reply

iJ 1 ·

Charles Lamoureux
I highly doubt he would admit to it
being real today if he's still working
with NASA ....
Tuesday at 7:51 AM · Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
He says it's real and is staking his 57
years at the cape on it.
He started with VonBraun before it
was NASA!
You should purchase his book he
va lidates a lot of things you have _ _
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years at the cape on it.
He started with VonBraun before it
was NASA!
You should p urchase his book he
va lidates a lot of t hings you have
always wo ndered about!
Tuesday at 7:55AM · L1ke · (] 1 · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
This is how you pu rchase his book
feel free to write or call him.
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Tuesday at 7:56AM · Like · Reply
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
copy and paste the documentation
that support the picture please, you
started promoting this as rea l. I will
not buy any book to read it. So the
way to support facts is not with
believes.:)
Tuesday at 8:18 AM · Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
I didn't write the book a
scientist from NASA did it's up
to the audience to believe or
not!
If you don't believe it's ok but

many will.

~

Tuesday at 9:41 AM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
I don't believe in one picture
and of course many wil l believe
and believe anything with no
verification. FB is a site where
yo u can see it. This place is to
analyze and debate
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and believe anything with no
verification. FB is a site where
you can see it. This place is to
analyze and debate
information , not for believes.
You put the stamens that t he
picture is real, please add the
documentation that you found.
Tuesday at 2:24 PM L ke Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
Eduardo Pogorelsky as I said I
didn't write the book a very
smart and qualified scientist
with more credentials than most
anyone you have ever met
authored this book and claims
it's real!
You should ask him if you and
your group want to debunk him!
I for one believe him because I
have known him for almost 10
years he comes from NASA and
the US Naval Observatory if you
think you can discredit him have
at it!
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
Christopher Bledsoe Sr. you don't
get the point. This group is not for
debunk. We are be livers looking for
facts . You presented this picture as a
fact . So if you don't put the
documentation that shows is a fact , I
don't have nothing to discuss about
more . I am not interested in buy
books or contact the author because
I am not interested in pictures .
Tuesday at 5:50 PM · Like · Reply

Charles Lamoure ux
Christopher Bledsoe Sr. You never
mentioned you knew him .was he
there with the apparent ET ?
Tu sday at 6.14 PM · L ke · Reply

Erica Lukes
I would hope this group would take
the time to contact the people they
work so hard to discredit. Most
c:villft tl i n.uo_c:+ in !:1-tor:c::.
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Erica Lukes

I would hope this group would take
the time to contact the people they
work so hard to discredit. Most
skillful investigators would speak with
the person making claims before
making a determination on a case.
Tuesday at 8:22 PM · L ke · () 3 · Reply

Doug Auld

good to hear Erica Lukes I'm
sure chris and friend hal have
reason to make a claim its
authentic. anyone can be
wrong but t hey should be
considered
Tuesday at 8:28 PM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorel sky

Erika my issue that I have with
this picture I s that was posted
in other thread that had nothing
to do with it as a fact. We can't
present picture as a fact with
the appropriate documentation.
I am not interested in p i ctur~
es~_
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Eduardo Pogorel sky
Erika my issue that I have with
this picture I s that was posted
in other thread that had nothing
to do with it as a fact. We can't
present picture as a fact with
the appropriate documentation.
I am not interested in pictures
neither will buy books to check
what the author say about the
picture. What I know that the
german magazine posted in
1950 as possible hoax , but as
said pictures are not facts.
Tuesday at 8:31 PM · Edited · Like ·
Reply

Eduardo Pogorel sky
Eduardo Pogorelsky
Eduardo Pogorelsky so? why I
have to believe it? show me
historic report of small aliens
with small head. The german
magazine posted this picture
with no source in the 50 ' . No
tracks to go fu rther in t he
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
Eduardo Pogorelsky
Eduardo Pogorelsky so? why I
have to believe it? show me
historic report of small aliens
with small head. The german
magazine post ed this pict ure
with no source in the 50' . No
tracks to go further in the
investigation. Present as a fact
is a mistake, present as
unknown should my more
acertive.
Like · Reply · 12
Tuesday at 8:33 PM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
Doug Auld we can believe in
sources but not present as a
fact.
Tuesday at 8:34 PM · Like · Reply

Erica Lukes
Eduardo Pogorelsky I
understand your point but Chris
has read his book
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Erica Lukes
Eduardo Pogorelsky
understand your point but Chris
has read his book
Chris has had a personal
friendship with him so he might
know more than the rest of us.
My point is perhaps we should
take the time to look at the
whole story before we light the
torches.
Tuesday at 8:35 PM · Like · (] 1 ·
Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
I have no judgment only that
can't be presented as fact.
personally I am not interested in
pictures
Tuesday at 8·37 PM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
I can't impose people " believe
because is true" ,
Tuesday at 8:39 PM · Edited · Like ·
Reply
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Charl es Lamoureux
I think Chris Rutkowski had posted
an aritcle from Is Isaac Koi debunking
the photo .. l'm not committing if its
real or not.. I have no clue
Tuesday at 8:26 PM · Like · Reply

Erica Lukes
Yes I know. I did not see a
reference to Povenmiere's work
(claims) in Isaac's article.
Tuesday at 8:29 PM · Like · Reply

Charles Lamoureux
Chris Rutkowski needs to
respond to his skeptica l view as
he started the thread. If Chris
Christopher Bledsoe Sr. knows
the author then that is key to
get inside info .. Just don't know
if he was present or not when
this photo was taken ... I guess I
have to. Read the book lol
Tuesday at 8:31 PM · Ed1ted · Like ·
Reply
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Doug Au ld
perhaps the term believed to be
authentic would serve better?
terminology is important. if the term
fact, implies has actual tangible
proof, then maybe that proof implies/
requires DNA etc or other
corroborating evidence . we all need
to consider the poster in this too.
chris and hal have proven tom me to
be integral in their claims. so I feel
they should be respected as they are
questioned
Tuesday at 8:39 PM · Like ·

1iJ 1 · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
you know that I know that chris
history is genuine , but nothing
to do whit this
Tuesday at 8 ·40 PM · Like ·
Reply

16 1 ·

Doug Auld
i understand
Tuesday at 8:41 PM · Like · Reply
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Tuesday at 8:41 PM ·Like· Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
aleluya!

See Translation
Tuesday at 8:41 PM · Like · (] 1 ·
Reply

Write a reply...
Doug Auld
I think Hal the author would give
good reason
Tuesday at 8:43 PM · Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
https:ffyoutu.be/Chn7i42aDhO
Grant Cameron posted this today
listen to the 18 minute mark.
This is the c rash photo he is talking
about!
Robert Wood and Willia ...
youtube.com
In this multi-part intervie ...
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
18: 10 The head is big.lol
Wednesday at 8:17 AM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
Christopher Bled soe Sr. can
you post it again in new
thread ? Thank you, remember i
can't with my phone doesn't
show the image only the link.
Wednesday at 8.18 AM · Ed1ted ·
Like· Reply

Write a reply...
Charles Lamoureux
Excellent interviews ..wow they were
in the milddle of history making
behind the phenomena .. Makes you
wonder like Bob mentioned, "nobody
cares," he hasnt been threatened or
told to stop ..Which makes me think
the government wants this out ..
Wednesday at 1:51 AM · Like · Reply
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Charl es Lamoureux
Excellent interviews ..wow they were
in the milddle of history making
behind the phenomena .. Makes you
wonder like Bob mentioned, "nobody
cares," he hasnt been threat ened or
told to stop ..Which makes me think
the government wants this out..
Wednesday at 1:51

A~

L1ke · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.

Exactly S
Wednesday at 1:53 AM · Like · Reply

Charles Lamoureux
One part I don't understand if
the "reptilians" were working
with the Nazis back before and
during WWII, you would think
they would have won the war?.!
Or maybe there was an
intervention from another
species to stop them ...who
knows , it s all very interesting at
the very least. Love the
" " n:£i r.....tx\.":\.J:.i.o .t"'\
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Charles Lamoureux
One part I don't understand if
the "reptil ians" were working
with the Nazis back before and
during WWII, you would think
they would have won the war?.!
Or maybe there was an
intervention from another
species to stop them ...who
knows , its all very interesting at
the very least. Love the
confirmation about asteroid belt
is from blown up planet during a
ET war...which would make
sense since we are geting so
close to discovering artefacts
on MARS, MOON, etc. Etc.
Once we do, it will validate and
exonerate a lot of people like
these two about the subject
Wednesday at 1·57 AM· Ed1ted ·
Like · (] 1 · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
Hal is the real deal Charles
Lamoureux believe me his book
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Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
Hal is the real deal Charles
Lamoureux believe me his book
is a must read .
Wednesday at 2:07AM · Edited ·
Like· Reply

Charles Lamoureux
Harold worked with these guys
Wednesday at 2:09AM· Edited·
Like· Reply

Write a reply...
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Chris Rutkowski
Regardless of Povenmire's expertise
in some aspects of astronomy, the
fact is that the photo he used in his
book has been rather thoroughly
examined and found to be a fake.
Povenmire did not cite the original
source of the photo and therefore
may not be aware it is a hoax. Isaac
Koi has done extensive research and
published the photo's history. You
may call me a skeptic but I am
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Regardless of Povenmire's expertise
in some aspect s of astronomy, the
fact is that the photo he used in his
book has been rather thoroughly
examined and found to be a fake .
Povenmire did not c ite t he original
source of the phot o and theref ore
may not be aware it is a hoax. Isaac
Koi has done extensive research and
published the photo's history. You
may call me a skeptic but I am
searching for truth as much as
anyone. I simp ly do not take what
people say at face value.
Wednesday at 5:29AM · Like · (] 1 · Reply

Christopher Bled soe Sr.
Bs!
This is the post and Unless
everyone is blind it describes
where the photo came from.
I can post it again if you like or
you can refer back to the
original thread in which you left
out the parag rap h below the
photo
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Wednesday at 8:30 AM · Like · Reply

Write a reply...
Chris Rutkowski
Christopher Bledsoe Sr. I noted
Povenmire did not cite the original
SOURCE of the photo. His caption is
not a source, and Koi's research
shows that the claims about the
photo are not accurate.
Wednesday at 8:38AM · Like · Reply
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Chri stopher Bledsoe Sr.
Who the heck is Koi?
And let's see his credentials does he
work with anyone credible does he
have degrees in Astrophysics does
he have 50 yea rs of lunar grazing?
Did he work in the space industry for
58 years?
Come on dude this is just what I have
been saying skeptics automatically
try to debunk every thing it's plain to
see in this thread.
Anyone reading this can see your
intentions to just write off any thing .
Who are you working for?
Wednesday at 8:44 AM · Like · Reply

Chris Rutkowski
Trump
Wednesday at 8:46 AM · Like · (] 1 · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
It's easy like fishing in an aquarium.
Wednesday at 8:54AM ·Like· Reply
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It's easy like fishing in an aquarium.
Wednesday at 8:54 AM · Llke · Reply

Chris Rutkowski
This defense of Bledsoe wou ldn't
have anything t o do with the fact that
he dedicated the book to you, would
it? Even if he made a simple mistake
in accepting the photo as real, it
would have no bearing on what he
said positively about you.
Wednesday at 9:00 AM · Llt<e · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
It's about not debunking somet hing
automatically without a little
investigative work.
If your so adamant he is wrong then
do your homework don't just
automatically be skeptical it's not fair
to the community.
Wednesday at 9:05 AM · Like · (] 2 · Reply
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Edu ardo Pogorelsky
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
Koi is a guy that find documentation
it doesn't mind that can be right or
wrong . In the ufo world most of the
fact s are not documented . So oth er
way to find the histories is talki ng
with directed experiencers ; it will
help to reinforce our believs but we
will not have one fact to show. As
Daniel Sheenan say , we need only
one fact and we don't have it yet.
Wednesday at 9:08 AM · Like · Reply
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Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
Sure we do your just not aware of it.
Wednesday at 9:11 AM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
no we don't. Fact is a think that
no one can debunk.
Wednesday at 9:35AM · Like · Reply

Write a reply...
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Erica Lukes
The truth is important. Understanding
peoples motives is crucial. When we
come forward and put our identities
out in t he public area we risk ou r
professional ca reers and our personal
relationships. I will always commend
Chris and many others for doing so.
Eduardo, I know you feel the same.
Wednesday at 9:35 AM · L ke · () 4 · Reply

Charles Lamoureux
I can relate big t ime
Wednesday at 9:38 AM · Like ·
a6 3 · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
many researchers are hiding
their real name , real picture.
Have to take it seriously? I don't
know.
Wednesday at 9:45AM · Like ·
() 3 · Reply

Write a reply...
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Ted Roe

Isaac Koi deserves some respect for
his work, however, operating under a
pseudonym makes everything he
says suspect. Chris Rutkowski ...
Wednesday at 9:57AM ·Like · (] 3 · Reply
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Doug Auld

i had this picture in my collection and
think it was also in the interview that
grant posted above. have no idea of
its authenticity
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Chri s Rutkowski
Right. Isaac Koi 's research is
obviously suspect. http://
www.isaackoi .com/
Home - lsaacKoi
isaackoi.com
I am a barrister in Englan ...
Wednesday at 10:01 AM · Like · Reply

Chris Rutkowski
I think some other ufologists have
actually met him.
Wednesday at 10:05 AM · Like · Reply

Ted Roe
Its not his name ... if he won 't present
himself, like the restof
us ... t ransparently, then how can we
trust anything else he says?
Wednesday at 10:05 AM ·Like· (J 1 ·
Reply
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Chri s Rutkowski
Um - because he freely presents his
research for anyone else to check?
Because some in the serious UFO
research community have worked
with him?
Wednesday at 10:07 AM ·Like· Reply

Ted Roe
Who is he and why is it
acceptable to be anonymous?
No transparency, no name
behind the work . .. risks we take
daily that keep us honest and
accountable...what keeps him
accountable?
Wednesday at 10.14 AM ·Like·
iJ 2 · Reply

Write a reply...
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Chris Rutkowski
And Nick Pope, whom no one here
believes, obviously, has met him.
Wednesday at 10:08 AM · Like · Reply
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Chris Rutkowski
And Nick Pope, whom no one here
believes, obviously, has met him.
Wednesday at 10:08 AM · Like · Reply

Ted Roe
How wou ld anyone, including
Nick, know?
Wednesday at 10:16 AM ·Like ·
~ 1 ·Reply

Write a reply...
Ted Roe
I'm the first person to admit that
some of his work is good but we risk
our reputation w our work and we are
careful. What does "Isaac" risk? Why
should we accept an anonymous
source that we can't verify?
Wednesday at 10:10 AM· Like· ~ 2 ·
Reply
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Have a look at his Web page and ask
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Chri s Rutkowski
Have a look at his Web page and ask
that again
Wednesday at 10:11 AM· Like· Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
HI has comercial reasons I see
"I am a barrister in England with an
interest in various issues relating to
"UFOs". I write under a pseudonym
because some clients and colleagues
would probably roll on the floor with
laughter at the thought of my
spending time on these topics, even
thoug h my focus of my interest is
actually on various sociological and
psychological issues relating to UFOs
and ufology."
Wed11esday at 10:20 AM · Like ·
Reply
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Ted Roe
I have .. l'll ask .....Who the fuck is Isaac
Koi and wh):' won't he comply w th,...:.::e::....___
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Ted Roe
I have .. l'll ask .....Who the tuck is Isaac
Koi and why won't he comply w the
standards we do?
Wednesday at 10:20 AM· Edited· Like ·
Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
Koi is a guy that find
documentation it doesn't mind
that can be right or wrong . In
the ufo world most of the facts
are not documented . So other
way to find the histories is
talking with directed
experiencers ; it wi ll help to
reinforce our believs . This is
the part that I think that Koi
doesn't have.
Wednesday at 10 25 AM ·Like·
iJ 1 · Reply

Ted Roe
I know what he does ...what's his
name?
WEdnesda\/ at 10:?8 AM · L1ke..··--
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Ted Roe
You don't think Dr Haines, and my
NASA guys have something to lose?
Or any credible PhDs that are
published in this field? I'm not sure
what this guy is hiding but he has no
credibility if he can't deal w what we
do ... daily... some kind of hot house
flower? Or something far worse?
Wednesday at 10:26 AM · L ke ·
Reply
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Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
Thanks Ted fo r ca lling BS on this.
Who is Koi?
No one to be considered!
Wednesday at 10:37 AM · L l(e · Reply

Ted Roe
Well, you are wrong about
that.whatever he is, he's done
good work and i would examine
his evidence about that image
before accept ing it as
authent ic . ..Isaac Ko i's identity_
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Ted Roe

Well, you are wrong about
that.whatever he is, he's done
good work and i would examine
his evidence about that image
before accepting it as
authentic ... Isaac Koi's identity
brings it into question, only
personal work on your part will
clear it up ....
Wednesday at 10:45 AM · Like ·
Reply

Chri stopher Bledsoe Sr.

Any self proclaimed UFO expert
that hides behind a fake name
has 0 credibility in anyone's
book maybe not the UFO world
but to 7.5 billion people it
means 0
Wednesday at 10:51 AM · Like ·
Reply

Write a reply...
T .:>rl Dn.:> _ _
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Ted Roe
It's a bit shocking that mainstream
researchers will allow this no-named
soul into their discussions and will
accept work when the source is not
verifiable .. ..you claimed Nick met
him ... how would Nick know? And
youre satisfied w that? A website
makes him credible when the entire
thing is based on a primary
falsehood?
Wednesday at 10:38 AM · Edited · Like ·
iJ 1 · Reply

Ted Roe
And don't get all comfy, Christopher
Bled soe Sr. , your author hasn't
vetted his images and you have some
work to do before you can claim it's
authentic ... and I'm fairly certain its a
hoax ....
Wednesday at 10:42 AM · Like • Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
I .. . ..... , .I...J-t• .__._________..... -
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Chri stopher Bledsoe Sr.
I wouldn't be so sure sir before you
make that decision you need to know
and understand who your dealing
with.
His credentials are far greater for the
public to believe than any self
proclaimed UFO expert.
Maybe you should drive to the cape

and pay him a visit

~

Wed'lesday at 10:49 AM · Like · (J 1 ·
Reply

Chris Rutkowski
As I noted, a number of serious
European UFO researchers have met
Isaac Koi in person and regard him
and his work very highly.
Wednesday at 10'56 AM · L ke · Reply

Erica Lukes
I would be interested to find out
who they are.
Wednesday at 11:06 AM · Like·
Reply
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nca
I would be interested to find out
who they are.
Wednesday at 11:06 AM · Like ·
Reply

Write a reply...
Christopher Bl edsoe Sr.
Bslol!
Wed esday at 10:57 AM · Like · Reply

Chris Rutkowski
Povermire's credentials alone do not
mean he is correct. Carl Sagan was
much better known and had better
credentials in astronomy than
Povermire and yet he did not think
UFOs were real.
Wednesday at 10.58 AM · Edited · Like ·
Reply

Chris Rutkowski
So "experts" can be wrong. That's
why it is imQortant to look at teh data
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Chri s Rutkowski

So "experts" can be wrong. That's
why it is important to look at teh data
and judge it accordingly.
Wednesday at 11:00 AM · Ltke · Reply

Doug Auld

what gets me is I took my own photo
of an object thru my windshield in the
bright of day , I was the witness, I
knew the conditions and particulars
of the event and still people called it
a raindrop on my windshield on a
perfect ly hot dry day when there
hadn't been a drop of rain in a week.
as if they knew better and they
weren't there.
Wednesday at 11·03 AM · Like ·
Reply

16 1 ·

Ted Roe
Chris Rutkowski , and that's good

enough for you? How would these
"serious European researchers "
vnniAI tho\1 IAIO""'--rr\OOtinrt lc::> ::>l" ILai_? l_x _
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Ted Roe
Chris Rutkowski , and that's good
enough for you? How would these
"serious European researchers "
know they were meeting Isaac Koi? If
we can't verify the source then how
much credibility does the source
have? If he won't put his own name
behind it.. ..
Wednesday at 11:05 AM · Like · Reply

Ted Roe
And Christopher Bledsoe Sr. ,
credentials aren't credibil ity.... i have
PhDs on staff like Dr Richard Haines,
Dr Jacques Vallee, Dr Bernie Haisch,
and others ... none of them would
present a photo without vetting
it.. ..your author didn't bother and
presented material that has been
discredited ...you can research the
image and find the truth ... I publish
white papers for PhDs and experts
and there are standards to meet ...
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Ted Roe
And Christopher Bled soe Sr. ,
credentials aren't credibility.... i have
PhDs on staff like Dr Richard Haines,
Dr Jacques Vallee, Dr Bernie Haisch,
and others ... none of them would
present a photo without vetting
it. ...you r author didn't bother and
presented material that has been
discredited ...you can research the
image and find the truth ... I publish
white papers for PhDs and experts
and there are standards to meet...
Wednesday at 11:10 AM · Like · Reply

Christopher Bledsoe Sr.
Credentials do mean a lot in the
publics eye and in Washington!!
I am done with this entire group
I think any lay person watching
this thread can see all the BS
it's all about debunking and
shredding to pieces everything .
Wednesday at 12:07 PM· L1ke •
Reply
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Ted Roe

We work transparently, in public ... or
our work is suspect. Isaac Koi is no
exception.
Wednesday at 11:12 AM ·Like· Reply

Chris Rutkowski

Not even you do it completely
transparently, Ted Roe. Do you
publish the names of pilot witnesses?
Wednesday at 11:21 AM · L ke · Reply

Erica Lukes

A pilot or witness is com pl etely
different than a researcher.
Wednesday at 11:25 AM· L1ke ·
16 1 · Rep'y

Eduardo Pogorelsky

the witness decide if can be
public or not. researchers i
other thing Chris.
Wednesday at 12:00 PM · Like ·
Reply

1:1
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Ted Roe
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Eduardo Pogorel sky
the witness decide if can be
public or not. researchers i
other thing Chris.
Wednesday at 12:00 PM · Like ·
Reply

Ted Roe
l\1\1\l\1\

Wednesday at 4:30 PM • Like · Reply

Write a reply...
Chris Rutkowski
I make it a point of keeping
witnesses' names classified upon
their request. That does not mean
they are not reputable witnesses.
Wednesday at 11:22 AM · L ke · Reply

View 17 previous replies ...
Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski perhaps you
should post the thread from
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Chri s Rutkowski
I make it a point of keeping
witnesses' names classified upon
their request. That does not mean
they are not reput able witnesses.
Wednesday at 11:22 AM · L1ke · Reply

Ted Roe
Witnesses yes,
researchers ... no .... and you
know better
Wednesday at 12:11 PM · Like ·
(] 1 · Reply

Chris Rutkowski
And you know better as we ll.
There are valid reasons why
some people need to protect
their identities.
Wednesday at 1.38 PM ·Like· (] 1 ·
Reply

Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski it is one thi ng
to make a positive co ntribution
to resea rch but it is another all
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Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski it is one thing
to make a positive contribution
to research but it is another all
together to discredit and bully.
To hide behind anonymity is
spineless.
Wednesday at 1:42 PM · Like · Reply

Chris Rutkowski
Isaac never bullies. He states
facts and makes no
proclamations. He had done the
research on the photograph in
question some time ago.
Wednesday at 1:44 PM · Like · (J 1 ·
Reply

Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski everyone in
this community understand that
there are a handful of people
who behave in a very negative
way. Like I said, have the
integrity to use your real name.
Wednesday at 1:53 PM · Edited ·

--
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Chris Rutkowski
So Isaac's research can be
called into question and his
integrity questioned, but
Bledsoe's defense of a hoaxed
photo is fine?
Wednesday at 1:56 PM · Like · Reply

Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski has anyone
read the book that talks about
this photo? Clearly you didn't,
neither did Issac. Chris did and
he speaks with the author
regu larly. So until all t he facts
are out on the table I wou ld say
it's a safe bet to put out the
pitchforks.
I question anyone who is not
forthright with their identity
who contributes in this field.
Why isn't t hat a problem for
you?
Wednesday at 2:03 PM · Like · Reply

Erica Lukes
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Erica Lukes

I will head over to ATS and UFO
updates so I can screenshot the
type of behavior I'm referring to.
Wednesday at 2:06 PM · Ltke · Reply

Chris Rutkowski

The author of the book is not
the issue, as he could have
made a mistake because he
didn't know the photo is a fake
Wednesday at 2:14PM · L ke · Reply

Ted Roe

I am not defending Chris,
clearly not if you read the
thread .....you cited Isaac Koi
and i challenged you on it. We
are all out here in public risking
name and reputation but isaac
whomever hides ... he told us a
story, how do we know its true?
You can 't cite him as a
source ... and he and his merry
band of minions are abusive ...
Wednesday at 2·45 PM · Like · Reply
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Ted Roe
Curious why you contacted
Gilles Fernandez with this
discussion, tho ....what's in that
for you?
Wednesday at 2:46 PM · Like ·
L] 1 · Reply

Erica Lukes
Chris, I thought better of you.
Wednesday at 3.29 PM · Ed1ted ·
Uke ·Reply

Charles Lamoureux
Who brought up Gilles
Fernandez ... He's a very abusive
and in my mind not
knowledgeab le at all on t he
subject of UFOs, he is the
classic example of armchair
researcher and when it suites
him fine, he will slander you for
no reason only when his ego is
hurt...People like Gilles should
not be respected in this field
and I will go head to head with
&..... :..~ ____,..J • k ..-__L; I,-- - - ' I ,.J - \
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Charles Lamou reux
Who brought up Gilles
Fernandez ... He's a very abusive
and in my mind not
knowledgeable at all on the
subject of UFOs, he is the
classic example of armcha ir
researcher and when it suites
him fine, he will slander you for
no reason only when his ego is
hurt ... People like Gilles should
not be respected in this field
and I will go head to head with
him and the like anyday on the
subject and not talking about
historical findi ngs etc .. anyone
can read and use the
internet...sorry had to bud in., I
saw a name that really made me
.
cnnge.
Wednesday at 4:10PM· Like· (] 1 ·
Reply

Chris Rutkowski
I contacted Gilles because he
has met Isaac
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Chris Rutkowski
I contacted Gilles because he
has met Isaac
Wednesday at 5:01 PM · Like · Reply

Ted Roe
Well, you guys handled that
well. ... l'm betting he hasn't ...
Wednesday at

s·og PM

L ke · Reply

Ted Roe
My guys were at the gepan
workshop so there's pies ....
Wednesday at 5.11 PM· Like· Reply

Ted Roe
And you cou ldn't validate even
if he marched up and said so ....
Wednesday at 5.12 PM · L ke · Reply

Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski perhaps you
should post the thread from
Gilles and show us all how your
"respected" colleagues act. It
is very unfort unate that you
have contributed so much and.._
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Erica Lukes
Chris Rutkowski perhaps you
should post the thread from
Gilles and show us all how your
"respected" colleagues act. It
is very unfortunate that you
have contributed so much and
yet choose to associate with
people who undermine the field.
Wednesday at 6 42 PM · Edtted ·
Like · 6 1 · Reply

Charles Lamoureux
I agree, I remember spending
months with Gilles and his
colleagues helping them with
the Puerto Rico object , they
had zero experience with
Thermal devices and I provided
my experience with UAPs etc.
and because he didn't like what
I had to say, he slandered me to
the world on several groups
stating I don't know what I'm
doing and I'm filming lights in
the sky stating they are UFO~s--'--'-
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Charles Lamoureux
I agree, I remember spending
months with Gilles and his
colleagues helping them with
the Puerto Rico object , they
had zero experience with
Thermal devices and I provided
my experience with UAPs etc.
and because he didn't like what
I had to say, he slandered me to
the world on several groups
stating I don't know what I'm
doing and I'm filming lights in
the sky stating they are UFOs,
so I agree, he's detrimental t o
the f ield , even his minions have
agreed but still work with
him ... makes no sense ...
Wednesday at 6 51 PM · Edited ·
Like · 6 1 · Reply

Erica Lukes
Chris, you might want to read
this. https://nobullying.com/
adult-cyber-bullying/
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Erica Lukes

Chris, you might want to read
this. https://nobullying.com/
adult-cyber-bullying/
i ··
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Adult Cyber Bullyi. ..

nobullying .com
:!~~~~:, Adults can get amb ...
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Wednesday at 7:00 PM · Like · Reply

Write a reply...
Ted Roe

We collect them, and manage cases
consistently w ASRS standards and
our names are on our papers and
website .. and if witnesses allow we
publish ... but we verify that they are
who they say they are ..... licenses,
etc ...
Wednesday at 11:29 AM · Like · Reply

Ted Roe

Nobody comes to us and gains our
.
-·
--·
. .
-_..
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Ted Roe
We collect them, and manage cases
consistently w ASRS standards and
our names are on our papers and
website .. and if witnesses allow we
publish ... but we verify that they are
who they say they are ..... licenses,
etc ...
Wednesday at 11:29 AM ·Like · Reply

Ted Roe
Nobody comes to us and gains our
investigations without clearly
identifying themselves
Wednesday at 11:31 AM · Like · (] 1 · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
The first comment that made to
Christopher Bledsoe Sr. when he
provided this picture as a real, was if
he can provide documentation that
support it. I hope he now can
understand that credentials doesn't
mind authority to present facts w~
it h
:. . :. ._
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
The first comment that made to
Christ opher Bledsoe Sr. when he
provided this picture as a real, was if
he can provide documentation that
support it. I hope he now can
understand that credentials doesn't
mind authority to present facts with
out documented support.lf not we
still going on and on with out end.
Wednesday at 12:09 PM · L ke ·
Reply
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Andre Skondras
Stanton Friedman in his 1996 Top
Secret/Majic (p. 9): "I didn't want to
jeopardize my job, so I asked my boss
if management had any restrictions
on employee speaking engagements.
The response was that I could speak
where I wanted and say what I
wanted on my time, so long as I made
clear that the opinions expressed
were mine and not those of my
emplover. I could even identifv myseJf
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n ras
Stanton Friedman in his 1996 Top
Secret/Majic (p. 9): "I didn't want to
jeopardize my job, so I asked my boss
if management had any restrictions
on employee speaking engagements.
The response was that I could speak
where I wanted and say what I
wanted on my time, so long as I made
clear that the opinions expressed
were mine and not those of my
employer. I could even identify myself
as a Westinghouse nuclear physicist.
They could not have been fairer.
(Even in recent months I have f ound
that many scientist s in Europe are
afraid to speak about UFOs for fear
of retribution by management.)"
Wednesday at 2:59 PM · Like ·

16

2 · Reply

Rich Hoffman
There are a number of positions
where interests can have a bearing
on your career. I know military,
ministers and even lawyers who use
............ ; .... I -
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Rich Hoffman
There are a number of positions
where interests can have a bearing
on your career. I know military,
ministers and even lawyers who use
social media under an alias.
Sometimes it is the fear of reprisal
that keeps them from becoming
known. While there are many
nefarious people out there, I don't
count Isaac as one and have
benefitted greatly by his talent at
digitizing and making searchable an
amazing number of documents,
magazines, and periodicals. Having
done this, allows one to search
sources that otherwise many would
never have read or known of. Isaac
and I have discussed the problems
that MUFON has in making paper
reports available. We also know that
Facebook often brings like minded
people together. I try not to place
everyone int o t he same bucket and
inst ead make opinions about people
~-
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never have read or known of. Isaac
and I have discussed the problems
that MUFON has in making paper
reports available. We also know that
Facebook often brings like minded
people together. I try not to place
everyone into the same bucket and
instead make opinions about people
based on their character. You are all
names. I have not met Ted but
respect him solely based on our
online interactions. I have met Erica
and Chris along with a few others but
don't put you in the same bucket. We
all have a perspective on UFOs. We
are not the same. I also value multiple
perspectives on this subject. I also
don't condone bullying and will call it
this when I see it. Charles and I have
conversed about Gilles and a number
of others. They tend to use slander or
take other detrimental tactics to
dismiss your value. This is
inexcusable and very sad, but as
Chris stated, Isaac is not a bully. He is
detailed. meticulous and does his._ _
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detailed, meticulous and does his
homework. BTW, I have many books
and magazines over my five decades.
I have seen this photo repeatedly
presented with numerous variations
FBI agents, CIA agents, as well as
KGB all with little information to go
on.
Wednesday at 8:12PM· Like · !() 3 · Reply

Ted Roe
So did you call Gilles on his
abusive and bullying post or did
you join in?
And what else do you believe
about you rself that isn't true?
Yesterday at 11:38 AM · L1ke · Reply

Ted Roe
You talk like you are honorable
but you don't behave that way.
Fact is that your name and your
credibility are inseparable ... and
you and a lot of other
researchers have allowed
someone, no idea who, to gain
------_,... ---+----.IJ ,_._,_.,.1,
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Ted Roe
You talk like you are honorable
but you don't behave that way.
Fact is that your name and your
credibi lity are inseparable ... and
you and a lot of other
researchers have allowed
someone, no idea who, to gain
access to all work, look over
everyone shoulders, and
maintain a screen of abusive
minions and boot lickers like
Gilles, Stu, and apparently
yourself. Be judged by the
company you keep, the abusers
you defend .. prove me wrong,
Rich. Or be one of the abusers
like Gilles since you seem to
approve ...
Yesterday at 11:44 AM · Like · Reply

Rich Hoffman
Ted. Gilles and I have been at it
for some time and yes I called
him on it many times. Recently I
th ink we have a mutual
"
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Rich Hoffman
Ted. Gilles and I have been at it
for some time and yes I called
him on it many times. Recently I
th ink we have a mutual
understanding and the behavior
has stopped or at least
subsided. Your last question
makes no sense to me because
I speak the truth as I know it.
Yesterday at 11 44 AM · L ke · Rep y

Rich Hoffman
Ted. I respect all viewpoints and
don't recall abusing you or
making defaming comments
about NARCAP or any work by
you or Dick so if you want to
now make some false
assertions, go ahead. Respect
is earned and I have respect for
Isaac. You seek to attack him
and I don't think it is justified or
warranted.
Yesterday at 11:50 AM· Like·
Reply
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Erica Lukes
Rich Hoffman what bucket do you

"put" me into?
Wednesday at 8:17 PM · Like · Reply

I
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Chris Rutkowski

As long as you don't kick it anytime
soon! You are making contributions
to the fie ld!
Wednesday at 8:21 PM · Like · ~ 2 · Reply

Ted Roe

Well, we've had an example of the bs
that koi's minions hand out...l've been
called stupid, psychological abuse
over dolphin slaughter, called all
manner of disparaging things .... by a
bunch of debunkers and some
researchers that don't see the threat
that letting a nameless entity look
over their shoulders and collect their
work represents .they have no idea
who it is and t has a track record of
abuse through its minions ....
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Ted Roe

Well, we've had an example of the bs
that koi's minions hand out...l've been
called stupid, psychological abuse
over dolphin slaughter, called all
manner of disparaging things .... by a
bunch of debunkers and some
researchers that don't see the threat
that letting a nameless entity look
over their shoulders and collect their
work represents .they have no idea
who it is and t has a track record of
abuse through its minions ....
Take a look at who the abusive
supporters of this debunker are and
watch your back ....
Yesterday at 10:30 AM · Edited · Like ·
() 2 · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky

This thread had a formidable
discussions with great and diferentes
way of thinkers . I think that we can't
go further exempt of somebody bring
here this Alien body. Thank you ladies
I
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Eduardo Pogorelsky
This thread had a formidable
discussions with great and diferentes
way of thinkers . I think that we can't
go further exempt of somebody bring
here this Alien body. Thank you ladies
and gentleman for your support!
Yesterday at 11:14 AM · Ed1ted · Like ·
liJ ,j • Reply

Ted Roe
So look at all these sloppy
researchers and trolls, make a
note .... a faction of UFology that
thrives on abuse and anonymity while
sharing their work w something, t hey
have no idea who or what, and they
defend it blindly ...
Yesterday at 11:55 AM· Edited· Like·
li] 3 · Reply

Charles Lamoureux
Bottom line , UFO phenomena is real
and some people just should not be
involved aoc:Lbe considered as
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Charl es Lamoureux
Bottom line 1 UFO phenomena is real
and some people just should not be
involved and be considered as
credible researcher or having the
integerity to continue in this field. I
know I was insulted and slandered for
no reason whatsoever by Gilles I even
stating I'm a liar and delusional. This
should be addressed and he should
be voted out of the community or at
the very least he should not be
allowed to contribute because of the
negative impact he can have which is
very apparent already. THiis all I can
contribute here because it was very
personal to me.
Yes(erday at 12:22 PM· Like·

6

3 · Reply

Ted Roe

I notice that only a couple of my
colleagues are speaking out against
the bullying and verbal abuse that
has come to from this thread and
only one actually directly stepped up,_
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Ted Roe
I notice that only a couple of my
colleagues are speaking out against
the bullying and verbal abuse that
has come to from this thread and
only one actually directly stepped up
in my defense ... Gilles, Stu,and
others engage in bullying and you let
them . ..1won 't tolerate bullying and
abuse and just watch how I make
these malcontents famous anytime
someone searches their name ....
Yesterday at 1:19 PM · Lrke · (] 3 · Reply

View 4 previous replie s ...
Erica Lukes
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/470983769757563/
permalink/
599085753614030/?
_ m ref=message_bubble
Yesterday at 4:48 PM · Lrke · Reply
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them . .. 1 won't tolerate bullying and
abuse and just watch how I make
these malcontents famous anytime
someone searches their name ....
Yesterday at 1:19PM ·Like· (] 3 · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
Ted show me were is the abuse
here maybe I misssed it and I
coulnd't take action,Giles ,
Stu, lsberg and Henning and
others,
the worse pseudoskeptics in
this field are not alowed here .
Yesterday at 1:36 PM · Edited ·
Like · il] 1 · Reply

Ted Roe
Thanks ... its on another thread
on my page and on UFO
PRAGMATISM ... none of them
bothered to come here and
read the post before
commenting ....
Yesterday at 2:07 PM · Like · Reply
~
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Yesterday at 2:07 PM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
can you provide the links please
Ted Roe?
Yesterday at 2:18 PM · Edited ·
Like· Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
any way as I said ,they are not
alowed to come here.
Yesterday at 2:20 PM · L ke · Reply

Erica Lukes
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/470983769757563/
permalink/
599085753614030/?
_ mref=message_bubble
Yesterday at 4 48 PM · L ke · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
this is terrible insultive !!
Yesterday at 5.06 PM · Like · Reply

Eduardo Pogorelsky
you should Sue him Ted Roe
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you should Sue him Ted Roe
Yesterday at 5 07 PM · L ke ·
Reply

iJ

1·

Write a reply...
Andre Skondras
I've always wondered who is behind
this Isaac Koi character. Makes me
think of that 1990s "VICTOR"
character whose real identity I still
don't know. Some have argued that it
was Bob Dean. ;)
5 hours ago · Like · [] 1 · Reply

H.M. Solaris
I still don't know what to make
of bob dean. i don't trust a
religious UFO guy that much. If
you've interacted with ET tech
and/or beings how could you
possibly still be a Christian or
any religious denomination that
isn 't a hell of a lot older and
shamanic in essence
3 hours ago · Like · Reply
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Exhibit B
Screenshots of discussion in the “UFO-Pragmatism” group on Facebook. The contents of these
screenshots can be verified by viewing that discussion online at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
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November 30 at 1 34pm

The most stupid UFO‑Believer/investigator comment of the day.
The winner is Ted Roe (NARCAP).
"It's a bit shocking that mainstream researchers will allow this no‑named
soul into their discussions and will accept work when the source is not
verifiable."
Ted Roe was attacking Isaac Koi...
My opinion is the following: I have many "pseudos" as FB friends and
concerning ufology. From Isaac to Scott, passing by Nab Lator.
Them, when they propose something, they gave you all elements to verify
by yourselves, from the Kernel file to decipher the Roswell placard (I have
a very hard discussion with Jeff Ritzmann who gave more or less the same
"argument" regarding Nab Lator), to documents as the ones provided by
Isaac.
As there are cases (by NARCAP, and many other UFO organizations) where
the provider of footage/picture prefer to remain anonymous. Why then
they are not rejecting such cases and then are teaching rules they dont
apply for themselves? Why in the list I found this quote, they have not ban
all pseudos?
Well, that's ufology after all..
Like
Comment
Share
You, Stu Hanberry, Lance Moody and 15 others
18
4 shares
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Robert Moore There's a very good professional reason why he uses a nom de
plume. There's a hint of it in his icon
Like · Reply · 4 · November 30 at 1 39pm
Curt Collins Where's this slur taking place?
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 1 40pm
Roger Glassel We left that group a while ago.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 4 50pm
Write a reply...
Gilles Fernandez ET Disclosure International, a group (closed) drived by my
very good friend Eddy...
Unlike · Reply · 2 · November 30 at 1 41pm
Scott Brando You're right Gilles, it's most stupid comment.
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 1 42pm · Edited
Ted Roe If you want credibility put your name behind your work. I administrate
a team of PhDs and experts that risk their reputations every day....standing
behind their work w their names and reputations. .NASA people and
others.....so why is Isaac hiding?
Like · Reply · November 30 at 1 54pm
Stephen Miles Lewis I understand folks skepticism of anonymous internet
users but ... “By Their Fruits Ye Shall Know Them” ... and Isaac's fruits are
aplenty and juicy!
Unlike · Reply · 10 · November 30 at 1 54pm
Gilles Fernandez And Erika Lukes (a true agnostic^^) replied: "I would be
interested to find out who they are".
The previous reply was (Chris Rutkowski: "a number of serious European UFO
researchers have met Isaac in person".
I "must" say I'm part of the ones who met this disinformant agent (lol) in 2014,
at the CNES/GEIPAN/CAIPAN workshop (and Isaac was with Thomas Tulien ‑
well known for his Minot base incident investigation). We exchanged a rapid
discussion (max 10 mn) outside the workshop.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · November 30 at 2 01pm · Edited
Ted Roe How do you know you met Isaac Koi or who he is? Like i said above, i
have people on staff risking their reputations. .."Isaac" risks nothing.
.unverifiable....
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 01pm
Jerome Beau I don't get your point Ted. What's the purpose of risking
something? You seem to value identity more than the work being
done. This is, as other have pointed, the definition of ad hominem,
which is everything but any "serious" you want to promote.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Write a reply...
Gilles Fernandez Well, you are the only one for who the reputation is risked
here ^^
how do I know it is Ted roe who is replying here, if I follow yours standards?
Like · Reply · 2 · November 30 at 2 03pm · Edited

https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
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Ted Roe Im not offering a psuedonym and hiding behind it, my identity is public
record. ..
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 03pm
Ted Roe As are those of my team....
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 04pm
Ted Roe If you can't validate a source then the source isn't credible. ..I didn't
make up the rules...or change them to suit me....
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 06pm · Edited
Gilles Fernandez I regret, your comment I quoted is TOTALLY stupid. You are
not attacking or arguing the informations a pseudo or "mon boulanger" is
providing, but ad hominem argument.rethoric cause lack of arguments
regarding what he is providing.
Attack the argument, evidence whatever it is a pseudo who is providing it.
but I dont doubt your recent attack will seduce your followers of "ET
Disclosure International", a group you joigned and then explaining us your real
motivation as a UFO believer. Oups.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 10pm
Ted Roe And we learn a lot about you from this comment. ..pretty
pathetic, Gilles...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 18pm
Write a reply...
Ted Roe ...my concern is very clear in spite of your attempts to obfuscate.
..and i was added to that group....and I've contacted whoever Isaac is w my
concerns
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 15pm
Curt Collins This is ridiculous. Isaac is not a "source," but a researcher
working with others to build an archive of historical UFO research materials. If
he was a witness or gathering testimony then the ID issue would be relevant
and important.
Like · Reply · 12 · November 30 at 2 17pm
Gilles Fernandez Ohh you was added and commented like this quote in the
group... Very good excuse! ^^
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 17pm
Ted Roe Curt...how do you know who Isaac is? Its important specifically
because he passes as a researcher that we need to know who he is...we
regularly verify and de identify witnesses but our people put their names on
their work
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 21pm · Edited
Curt Collins I've known him by his works for several years, but have not asked
for his name.
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 2 20pm
Ted Roe So you don't know. ..and that's my point
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 21pm
Ted Roe We can't even reference it....
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 25pm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
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Ravi Jagtiani Why even attack someone who's working to expose fakers
and mistruths?. We don't care about who you are or what credentials you
carry, all we care about is the truth. Why fight the truth or anyone who
goes about defending it?. When someone picks up a broom and cleans
your workspace of garbage and filth you ought to be grateful and say "
hey i missed that spot, thank you."
Like · Reply · 5 · November 30 at 9 58pm
Write a reply...
Gilles Fernandez Curt: do you know if Isaac like Paella or Couscous?
Curt, do you know if Isaac prefer blond or red hairs women?
That's my point.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 22pm · Edited
Ted Roe Gilles, ask the adults around you why they put their names and
reputation behind their work. ..
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 24pm
Gilles Fernandez It is a false and rhetoric question (as soooooooooooooo
usual from you):
A contrario to you, I understand why some are using pseudo when
commenting or investigating the UFO phenomenon.
And producing very interesting investigations, you have a red flag only
because cause they are using a pseudo!
It is not because your used your real name for such a so STUPID comment, we
must applause! ^^
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 2 36pm
Ted Roe I'm not questioning the work though peer review is not formal. ..I'm
asking who the source is and why he hides ....
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 38pm
Gilles Fernandez Ted Roe: where I can find your comment regarding the
Puerto Rico video, and (you) asking who the source is? and then applying the
same rules you are teaching us?
Tic tac, Tic tac.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 41pm · Edited
Ted Roe And you might want to look up "ad hominum" because you seem to
enjoy it.....I'm not attacking whoever Isaac is, im asking who he is. I shouldn't
have to in a field filled w PhDs and others who risk their names and
reputations behind their work every day. .
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 41pm
Ravi Jagtiani "It's a bit shocking that mainstream researchers will
allow this no‑named soul into their discussions and will accept work
when the source is not verifiable."
* "no named soul" = derogatory
* " shocking that mainstream researchers will allow this" Implies that
no one should consider his opinion, when in fact he speaks more
sense and truth than anyone in ETD.
* "accept work " I would like to know which part of what Isaac Koi has
said so far is unacceptable and why.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
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Like · Reply · 4 · November 30 at 10 07pm
Write a reply...
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Ted Roe Back when it crossed my desk months before you or mufon heard of
it
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 42pm
Ted Roe In my emails w the original source, Gilles...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 43pm
Gilles Fernandez Well, I'm a PhD, as many here. I dont understand what the
risk is?
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 2 45pm
Ted Roe And cautioned everyone that we couldn't accept an anonymous
source nor be in posession of unauthorized material. ..
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 45pm
Ted Roe You don't know why you put your name on research? That's.
..consistent. ...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 46pm
Gilles Fernandez My researches are only in my blog, facebook or the net.
what's your point.?
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 2 48pm
Chris Isbert Just now:
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 2 48pm
Gilles Fernandez
Translated from French
Grrr, it is true that I have trouble with the name Isaac! But clearly, I'm
not the only one!
See Original
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 50pm
Ted Roe So we do agree...why are you publicly calling me names like
some juvenile?
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 52pm
Frank Stalter I won't call you juvenile but you sure are lazy . . . seeing
as how he makes clear his reasoning at his website.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 2 57pm
Ted Roe And you believe it and feel no need to look further.
..everybody is in the public domain except this guy who offers an
excuse that none of the rest of us will because our word and our
credibility matter.....this all started because someone cited Isaac as a
source but nobody knows who that is...do you know who Dr Haines,
or Vallee or anyone else that has published work are? But you don't
know who Isaac Koi is beyond what he told you...PT Barnum was
right...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 21pm · Edited
Write a reply...
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
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Florent Michaud Transparency is a legitimate fight. But coming from Ted, who
has refused to provide me exif datas (yes, just exifs datas) for pictures from a
case he had publicly challenge skeptics to find an explanation (Venus seems
probable despite what he thinks), pretending the exifs informations were
copyrighted, it's kinda paradoxical.
Cover up and secrecy is okay about exifs datas from an alleged extraordinary
UFO case, but anonymity for a researcher that doesn't promote anything
extraordinary is quite suspicious, or at least not good.
...
Like · Reply · 3 · November 30 at 2 57pm
Ted Roe I haven't refused to provide anything. If you are interested in
investigating that case you can go to the source, clearly named in the white
paper whose author is also clearly named. ...and contact the witnesses and
do your investigation.
If we provide all materials then you can say we manipulated the data before
we gave it to you....its simple investigation protocol and you know it, Florent
Michaud , otherwise your chain of custody is compromised. ...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 16pm · Edited
Chris Isbert Hi Ted, I remember pretty well that you did not share such data.
It's your right like it was Florent's right not to share some of his photos with
me (Lac Chauvet). My point is, everybody is free to do what they want but
they should not say that they did not (edit sorry) refuse to provide something
when that's exactly what they did.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 34pm · Edited
Ted Roe I referred to the source and if you did get material from me
then you didn't protect your chain of custody and it could be said that
we manipulated the data before we gave it to you
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 40pm
Chris Isbert Ted, I would never say such a thing and I would never
even think that you could do such a thing.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 43pm · Edited
Ted Roe That doesn't matter to objective peer review and you guys
are obviously hostile and not objective, look at this post....I would be a
fool to sidestep protocol. ...and its proper to do it this way...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 4 36pm
Chris Isbert I am not hostile in any way. It's Gilles's post, not mine.
You just don't want to share your data, that's all.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 4 41pm
Ted Roe It's not my data but the witnesses are clearly identified as is
the author. ...if you think that reworking data from us is going to
resolve this, it won't.
If you can acquire it from the source your work will either prove or
disprove ours...if you get it from us it won't
Like · Reply · November 30 at 4 59pm
Write a reply...
Gilles Fernandez "I haven't refused to provide anything"
Lol. you launched a sort of challenge in your NARCAP page, and when "we"
pointed to you it may be Venus and several problems in the paper, we asked
you to provide us the original photos or the EXIF (at least).
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085753614030/
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You explained us they were copyrighted! And not sending us the EXIF (at
least).
Ted Roe deposited the copyright of EXIF dataes.
Well, that's ufology, after all...
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 3 36pm · Edited
Ted Roe I told you to go to the source if you wanted to investigate. ....I'm not
the author and the paper is copyrighted. .. Did any of you contact the
witnesses named in the paper and ask for first generation photos? Anyone?
If you got them from me then your chain of custody is compromised. ..get
them from the source, like we did and do your work, like we did...
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 42pm · Edited
Florent Michaud Yes I have tried to contact the witness via Facebook. No
answer. I think Tim has tried by mail and had no better results.
Like · Reply · 2 · November 30 at 3 40pm
Ravi Jagtiani This has happened to me too. On Ted's instruction I was
left to question the witness and he did a 180 degree about turn,
withdrew his comments and deleted content. I wonder who tutored
him and what the person's real agenda is?.
Like · Reply · 2 · November 30 at 10 14pm
Write a reply...
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Find
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Study
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confirm it.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 41pm
SPONSORED
Create Ad
Tim Printy I have to look back but I think I tried to contact the
CREATE NEW GROUPS
individual by mail. He never responded.
Groups make it easier than ever Create Group
Like · Reply · November 30 at 4 30pm
to share with friends, family and
teammates.
Write a reply...
Ted Roe Nice, so where are you in your analysis and how much of it requires
my input?
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 43pm
Ted Roe None of it
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 44pm
Florent Michaud Screenshots of the EXIFS would help to check the Venus
hypothesis.
Like · Reply · 2 · November 30 at 3 45pm
Florent Michaud Ted Roe, I've answered you 4 messages above, no
I'm not lazy, we have tried to contact him, but no answer.
Since the case was reported to "you", NARCAP, you are the only one
who have access to the informations I need to check the Venus
hypothesis. You should not challenge people on a case only reported
to NARCAP if NARCAP is not ready to provide exif datas of the pictures
once a plausible hypothesis is found. Copyright is not a valid excuse
for EXIFS. They are not copyrighted, especially since the author has
provided them for an investigation.
EDIT: I see you have deleted your comment.
Like · Reply · 3 · November 30 at 5 12pm · Edited
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Write a reply...
Gilles Fernandez I go to sleep. I didnt know the most STUPID comment of the
day by an ufo‑believer, would have generated so many comments.
Good nights friends.
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 45pm
Ted Roe Big emotional world got you all tuckered out....maybe the grownups
will talk now. ..
Like · Reply · November 30 at 3 47pm
Gilles Fernandez Does it means you admit to be not part of the"
grownups "?
After all, you have commented here, and well before" the grownups
will talk now"...
Sacré Ted...
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 4 01pm · Edited
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Michael Huntington Isaac is an archivist providing a service to Ufology. He is
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‑ and thematics (like Join
abductions).
not a source, nor a witness. He is providing access to publication materials ‑
More
not secret papers. His identity is irrelevant and unnecessary. Keep up the
13 friends
GROUP
TYPE· 5,520 members
great work, Isaac!
Curt HomeStudyFind
Friends
UFO‑Pragmatism
Group
Unlike · Reply · 12 · November 30 at 4 03pm
Ravi Jagtiani Encore!.
SPONSORED
Create Ad
CREATE NEW GROUPS
Like · Reply · November 30 at 10 12pm
Groups make it easier than ever Create Group
Write a reply...
to share with friends, family and
teammates.
Ted Roe Just don't cite him as a source. ....
Like · Reply · November 30 at 4 04pm
RECENT GROUP PHOTOS
See All
Ravi Jagtiani Hah
Like · Reply · November 30 at 10 12pm
Ravi Jagtiani Einstein dropped out of school. Don't cite Einstein when
discussing relativity.
Sync Computer Repair | Welcome to Sync Comp…
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 10 16pm
www.synccomputerrepair.com
OPENING IN GLUCKSTADT DECEMBER 2016!!!!
Write a reply...
Sync Computer Repair is a computer, MAC, mobile
de...
Tim Printy I am not sure what the beef is here. Isaac has been collecting
SUGGESTED GROUPS
See All
information from various sources to provide a service to all researchers. That
is something to be applauded and not vilified. He is not submitting any
scientific papers, where his credentials are required. He is not providing
personal testimony that requires verification. I believe Mr. Koi claims to be a
lawyer of some kind. I don't know if this is true or not and really do not care. In
discussions I have had with him, he has presented himself as an honest and
thorough individual. I can't say the same for many individuals in UFOlogy, who
use their true identity. Perhaps Mr. Roe can be specific exactly where Koi's
work requires his true identity in order to verify what he has presented.
Unlike · Reply · 14 · November 30 at 4 26pm
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Lance Moody
Roger Glassel Oh boy Isaac... in trouble? This whole discussion is rediculous!
Like · Reply · 3 · November 30 at 5 07pm · Edited
Enter name or email address...
Ricky Poole
Ted Roe This all started because Rutkowski cited him as a reference and i
English (US) · Español · Português (Brasil) ·
dared to ask who he is....
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Claude Falkstrom
Like · Reply · November 30 at 5 10pm
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Ted Roe Of course Gilles ignores the comments where i speak well of "Isaacs
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" work. ..i assume its because Gilles enjoys drama...
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Roger Glassel
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Paul Dean He is well and truely a legal professional, a barrister. Indeed he is
Angelo Dongas
Add Member
collating UFO related records en masse for all. Time to move on and do some
research or publishing or somthing or whatever.
Gilles Fernandez
1m
Ryan Sprague
Add Member
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 6 03pm
Ted Roe How do you know? Have you met him?
Chris Lambright
Add Member MORE CONTACTS (7)
Like · Reply · November 30 at 6 32pm
Dana Chestang
Ted Roe Ever occur to you that an fictitious entity has extraordinary
access to researchers and their files, surrounded by hostile and
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make
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Robbie Graham replied to
to share with friends, family and Create Group
Like · Reply · November 30 at 6 39pm
Pandora Spocks's
teammates.
comment.
Curt Collins Regarding anonymity: ”I'm not afraid for my reputation that is not
the issue. The issue is, this whole UFO business attracts all sorts of
Philip Mantle likes
RECENT GROUP PHOTOS
See All
psychiatrically marginal people. And then they get on the phone and they
Cheshire Tshirts's photo.
wanna waste your time and they can they call you during practice hours and
all that garbage and I don't have time for that.”
David Clarke added 2 new
‑ Dr. Peter Rank to Billy Cox, "Close encounter of a frightening kind," Florida
photos. “Trees on Western
Today 12/4/83
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Lance Moody Confusion about the difference between the archival work Isaac
Sync Computer Repair is a computer, MAC, mobile
does and sourcing for UFO stories (for which NARCAP is abysmal) is sadly
Gilles Fernandez reacted
de...
part of the problem with believers and their sad pretend scientific hobby. Can
SUGGESTED GROUPS
See All
to Ravi Jagtiani's post.
anyone quote the thing that Isaac claimed that could not be sourced?
Like · Reply · 2 · November 30 at 9 04pm · Edited
Antoine Cousyn
Lance Moody However, if you happen to have a video of bugs flying around,
commented on Isaac Koi's
NARCAP is the bomb for writing a paper that pretends that these bugs are
post.
some sort of super fast flying saucer! It will have a lot of scientificness: over
Henning Dethlefsen likes
9000!
David Larsen's post in
Skandinavisk UFO
http://badufos.blogspot.com/.../flying‑saucer‑or‑fly‑is...
Stu Hanberry
Here is the silly paper (He got over a 100 pages outta these bugs and UFO
UFO‑PARANORMAL
papers are measured in poundage‑‑so AWESOME):
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https://web.archive.org/.../www.../files/NARCAP_IR_15a.pdf
Like · Reply · 5 · November 30 at 9 32pm · Edited
Stu Hanberry ^^^^^^
Like · Reply · 1 · November 30 at 9 21pm
Rich Hoffman With the exception of a few people whom I meet at
conferences or via my meetings using Skype, I have not met many of you but I
can say after a few years of conversing with you, your character will shine
through. After countless interactions with Isaac, I can state unequivocally that
I think very highly of him and his work. He has done for the study of UFOs
than the majority I know. Anyone attempting to transition unavailable records,
make them searchable and available is to be applauded. He could claim to be
the Pope for all I care. I know of many individuals who use aliases either
because of their work or fear of reprisals should they become known. Isaac
has established a longstanding well known alias and I have repeatedly cited
him as a valuable resource for further study. Just sayin! Thanks Isaac!
Unlike · Reply · 16 · November 30 at 9 27pm
Ted Roe Wow, Rich Hoffman, I could feel the suction from here.....
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And what kind of researchers take a fictional entity at its own word, sight
13 friends
unseen? We put ourselves behind our work while he hides and some of our
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better known researchers turn out to be oblivious to the basics of credibility.
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Like · Reply · November 30 at 9 58pm
SPONSORED
Create Ad
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Lance Moody Again, Ted, what claim has Isaac made that you feel is not
credible?
Groups make it easier than ever Create Group
to share with friends, family and
Like · Reply · 11 · November 30 at 9 59pm
teammates.
Rich Hoffman Ted. Your losing me and obviously others. Lance's question is
valid. What is it that is on this thread that bothers you? As for me, I have no
issue with taking Isaac at his word. We have spoken for a number of years on
RECENT GROUP PHOTOS
See All
many subjects just as I have you and trust him at his word. I see him as
credible as you and while we too have not met and Ted Roe could possibly not
be your legit name, I am failing to see why it matters, I still trust you. Should I
question your credibility merely because we have not met, nor have I run a
background check on you? Just not seeing the issue here. Sorry!
Sync Computer Repair | Welcome to Sync Comp…
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 1 05am
www.synccomputerrepair.com
OPENING IN GLUCKSTADT DECEMBER 2016!!!!
Edoardo Russo Nice esample of teacup storm, indeed. May I join the
Sync Computer Repair is a computer, MAC, mobile
discussion with a few clear points?
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1) I've been exchanging e‑mails with "Isaac Koi" since many years, and have
SUGGESTED GROUPS
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always known that is a pseudonym;
2) on the other side, I've had the pleasure of having him as a guest of mine in
Torino and Saint Vincent, when we hosted our 21st (international) UFO
congress here in Italy, in June 2007; I'll let you guess how I can be sure the
man was the same as the pseudo;
3) I can positively confirm that it was the same man we met in Paris, at
CAIPAN 2014; once again we continued there discussions and document
exchanges we had begun on the Internet;
Unlike · Reply · 11 · Yesterday at 2 01am
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forward (and I'm a professional in a delicate field, too), but I've come to
understand and appreciate the opposite position, expecially since one of my
Enter name or email address...
Ricky Poole
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professor carreer, which might be jeopardized by his UFO connections (ya
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know, there's a lot of freaks in our field, at least here...). And I've long known
about Isaac's reasons for his choice;
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‑ that he's not an unknown,
Angelo Dongas
Add Member
‑ that what he does and says is not claiming unckeckable claims we'd have to
depend upon his name and credibility,
Gilles Fernandez
1m
Ryan Sprague
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‑ that I have not to "accept" his work or word, as long as he's giving sources
or following rational reasonings;
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7) May I remind everybody that some of scientific ufology's best names
Chris
Lambright
Add
Member
(expecially those from academic positions) used to hide their identity behind
Dana Chestang
pseudos: Jacques Vallée and Pierre Guérin are the first names coming to my
mind (and let's not quote MUFON‑Cemtral Europe Section, where _ALL_ those
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suppose I have been for the last 40 years) I'd rather be shocked that so many
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"questionable" [euphemism] people as speakers at their own conferences,Curt
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representatives of their organizations, as writers in their periodicals. Such a
"stewpot ufology" unwilling (or unable) to separate wheat from chaff is surely
Isaac Koi commented on
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Please excuse me for my long posting. I know we're living in times when most
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people is used not to give attention for more than 256 characters, but I'm
comment.
coming from another century and I have been taught to think and argument
differently.
Philip Mantle likes
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Unlike · Reply · 14 · Yesterday at 2 25am
Cheshire Tshirts's photo.
Robert Moore Yes,I doubt being known as the "UFO barrister" would
David Clarke added 2 new
do much for his carrier or inspire confidence in his clients "You are into
photos. “Trees on Western
aliens... like that guy on the TV with the crazy hair!".....
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Robert Moore Sadly UFO research has a very negative image....
Gilles Fernandez reacted
de...
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 3 09am
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to Ravi Jagtiani's post.
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Write a reply...
Antoine Cousyn
commented on Isaac Koi's
Isaac Koi I'd like to thank the various people in this thread that have had nice
post.
things to say about my efforts to share resources with the UFO community.
Sometimes I wonder why I bother with ufology.
Henning Dethlefsen likes
David Larsen's post in
Like · Reply · 26 · Yesterday at 2 32am
Skandinavisk UFO
Robert Moore I often do as well. But it IS the same in other subjects
Stu Hanberry
too
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Robert Moore Even Si Fi fandom has a nasty edge...
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 3 05am
Rich Hoffman Completely understand your comment Isaac but trust
that actions speak louder than words and you have demonstrated
those actions with great integrity and kindness. Your work is
appreciated and valued and I am honored to have your friendship.
Thanks for the many countless years of work you have done to amass
the morass of ufology into some type of coherent structure of
knowledge we can all benefit from.
Like · Reply · 3 · 23 hrs
Ted Roe You are welcome , Isaac....Gilles only posted what he could
make the most drama out of...and none of these bootlickers bothered
to look....but msybe you can tell us why we all operate transparently
and you don't?
Why do you and your band of debunkers have the option to ruin
people and abuse their names while you hide behind a pseudonym?
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Isaac Koi https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loaded_question
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A loaded question or complex question fallacy is a question that
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contains a controversial or unjustified assumption (e.g., a
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Loaded question - Wikipedia
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Like · Reply · 2 · 20 hrs
Ted Roe Maybe look up obfuscation while you're at it...
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
Lance Moody Obfuscation‑‑this is exactly how NARCAP operates.
You put out your silly papers, which impress the UFO rubes (It am
science!) but then ignore legitimate criticism.
Someone asks you for some source data related to a case and you
refuse to provide it (saying to go back to the witness).
NARCAP releases a monumentally idiotic paper in which an optical
flare is assumed to be a flying saucer, while in endless drivel, page
after page, a flare isn't even considered.
As I mentioned, video tape of bugs flying around are said to be flying
saucers!
NARCAP's whole game is to pretend to be scientific (mainly with a
scientific veneer, using eye‑rolling jargon like UAP), while actually
being composed of hopelessly biased individuals religiously
connected to their need to believe in a cut rate UFO religion.
It is ALL obfuscation.
Lance
Executive Director
AFOIJCSICBED
Another Fake Organization I Created So I Could Be Executive Director
Like · Reply · 2 · 19 hrs · Edited
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Write a reply...
Edoardo Russo Why do we keep bothering with ufology? As somebody once
told, "it's a dirty work but somebody's got to do it". I'd hate to leave the
subject I've been struggling for into the hands of those deplorables who are
loudly claiming they ARE ufology while they only are "part of the mystery" (as
a well‑know pseudonym, Peter Kor, once put it).
Unlike · Reply · 6 · Yesterday at 5 01am
Ted Roe Maybe try hanging out with reasonable, committed souls who
are just trying to find the answers instead of debunkers and
malcontents who delight in abusing others would be more rewarding,
Eduardo... nobody here has a clue what i think or what i said that
started all this... this post is a good example
Toady Gilles writes something nasty and abusive, delights in it, and
you find me deplorable. ..
Fascinating. ..a follower, Eduardo? Just looking for the truth? I think
not..
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
Write a reply...
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Please defend your quote and point (lol) after to have attacked a very valuable
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UFO researcher and "archivist", sharing/saving resources to all, exposing
hoaxes sometimes, and many more.
Groups make it easier than ever Create Group
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And dont reverse what you initiated: Because you are now playing the victim
teammates.
(a very well known technic), despite it was YOU who initiate THE THING (an
excellent movie BTW^^).
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"It's a bit shocking that mainstream researchers will allow this no‑named soul
into their discussions and will accept work when the source is not verifiable."
Like · Reply · 20 hrs · Edited
Ted Roe You posted it, presumably so you could call me names and be
an abusive ass....am i wrong? What explanation do i owe you? My issue
Sync Computer Repair | Welcome to Sync Comp…
is w IsaC, not one of his little butt sucking followers
www.synccomputerrepair.com
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
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Gilles Fernandez "not one of his little butt sucking followers": Do you
de...
have evidence I sucked Isaac, or another one your ad hominem
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attack?
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Gilles Fernandez "My issue is w IsaC" Ohh that's why you posted
what I was quoting in a FB group, and not in a PM with him.
Make sens
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Write a reply...
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Exhibit C
Screenshots of discussion on Ted Roe’s page on Facebook. The contents of these screenshots
can be verified by viewing that discussion online at:
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3
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Photos
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More

DO YOU KNOW TED?

To see what they share with friends, send them a friend request.

Request

Ted Roe shared a memory.
2 hrs ·

Keep training. ..

2 Years Ago
See Your Memories
Ted Roe with Phil Phill and 4 others.
December 2, 2014 ·
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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Ted Roe

This is the Heart of Buddhist Meditation and the most direct discussion of the Way via
the Four Foundations of Mindfulness.... This teaching is indispensable to...
See More
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Ted Roe shared Shihan Essence's photo.
2 hrs ·

https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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Shihan Essence
10 hrs ·

Like Page
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Comment

Share
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Ted Roe shared their post.
2 hrs ·
Ted Roe
8 hrs ·
To the ﬁctional entity known as Isaac Koi. Please consider :
I have not threatened to "out" you. that would be unethical and ethics matter to me.
...unlike a ...
See More

Like

Comment

Share

2
Kenneth Dudley Isaac Koi.......why can"t we all get together..and END THIS
UFO COVER-UP.....
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Kenneth Dudley replied · 2 Replies · 1 hr
Kenneth Dudley ONE OF THE MAJOR PROBLEMS IN THE UFO WORLD IS
THE EGO OF UFO PEOPLE....I LEARNED EARLY IN ROSWELL,NEW MEXICO
THAT I WAS AN OUT SIDER IN THE UFO WORLD..WHEN I WALKED INTO
THE UFO Museum, Roswell, NM..HANDING OUT THESE TO THE WHO'S WHO
IN THE UFO WORLD.... See More

Like · Reply ·
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts

1 · 1 hr · Edited
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Ted Roe

Write a comment...

Ted Roe
3 hrs ·

So many trolls. ..it's like Lord of the Rings. ....lol...
Use the One to strike the many!
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Share
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Caleb Waters

https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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Like · Reply ·

1 · 3 hrs

Ted Roe
Like · Reply ·

1 · 1 hr

Write a reply...
Roger Glassel Sorry you've must have missed a troll, or a troll by your own
values and/or misinterpretation.

Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Ted Roe And even though you know i didn't threaten to out Isaac Koi you
continue. ..lol...
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Ted Roe To the ﬁctional entity known as Isaac Koi. Please consider :
I have not threatened to "out" you. that would be unethical and ethics
matter to me. ...unlike a lot of your supporters. ..... See More
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Claude Falkstrom Better a troll than a bootlicker, or a litle butt sucking follower,
or a pussy or a little lap bitch, all epithets distributed by sensei Roe in the past
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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hours.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Ted Roe Why don't you post the context?
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Ted Roe To the ﬁctional entity known as Isaac Koi. Please consider :
I have not threatened to "out" you. that would be unethical and ethics
matter to me. ...unlike a lot of your supporters. ..... See More
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Erica Lukes I know a few lawyers Mr roe who want to have a word with you for
BLACKMAILING A member of a Rival UFO site.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 1 hr

Ted Roe To the ﬁctional entity known as Isaac Koi. Please consider :
I have not threatened to "out" you. that would be unethical and ethics
matter to me. ...unlike a lot of your supporters. ..... See More
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Erica Lukes Oh you feel good do you? I wonder how good you will feel when one
of the hundreds upon hundreds of thousands of people who respect and care for
the well being of Issac Koi, decides that dancing on your face is preferable to
whatever else they had planned for this weekend, you bloody hack. Go fuck
yourself.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 1 hr

Erica Lukes how is that for bullying?
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Ted Roe To the ﬁctional entity known as Isaac Koi. Please consider :
I have not threatened to "out" you. that would be unethical and ethics matter to
me. ...unlike a lot of your supporters. ..... See More
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a comment...

Ted Roe
8 hrs ·
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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To the ﬁctional entity known as Isaac Koi. Please consider :
I have not threatened to "out" you. that would be unethical and ethics matter to
me. ...unlike a lot of your supporters. ..
In fact, this entire conﬂagration arose because I challenged Chris Rutkowski
for citing you as a reference. ... See More
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Share
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1 share
Roger Glassel Who are the abusive people in your opinion Ted?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
Erica Lukes Roger, I am not sure if you have read all of the threads that date
back . I am not sure if you understand that Issac's followers have leveled threats
of violence against him. This is incredibly serious matter and one that we will not
take lightly.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
Write a reply...
Roger Glassel Well written Erica, and well orchestrated. Are you happy now?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Erica Lukes With what?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Roger Glassel Hmm...
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Erica Lukes The fact that you all bully and demean people? Are you
happy with that?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
Roger Glassel So what did Issac do that made you feel that it was
necessary to start this commotion?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
Ted Roe Actually, Gilles Fernandez started this commotion
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Ted Roe With an abusive post and now he lies, claiming I threatened to
out Isaac
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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Ted Roe

Ted Roe But no proof of that because i didn't. ..
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Roger Glassel No, as Erica said, it was started earlier, you're just a
puppet Ted.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Erica Lukes Roger, I could say the same about you.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Roger Glassel No, I'm the regulator.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Write a reply...
Zazz Afrazz Excuse me, But errr Who do you think you are? Why should you
demand someone revoke their anonymity placing their career at risk to satisfy
whatever feelings of inadequacy compared to IK you may have? it is frightening
to see you are asking for donations tfor NARCAP, who would ever donate to an
organization run by someone who has childish board wars ? Are you kidding me?
Do you have any idea the damage you have done to NACARP in the last 24
hours by your bullying of IK ?? Do the right thing, leave Isaac alone. Delete all
your posts referencing him. As hilarious as BOARD WARS are to read, you are
getting yourself into more and more hot water.
Like · Reply ·

2 · 7 hrs

Ted Roe I never threatened to out Isaac Koi. ...that's a lie told by Gilles
Fernandez
Like · Reply ·

1 · 7 hrs

Ted Roe That would be unethical and ethics matter to me
Like · Reply ·

1 · 7 hrs

View more replies
Write a reply...
Ted Roe Not concerned, this is all based on a lie told by Gilles Fernandez. ..
Like · Reply ·

1 · 7 hrs

Zazz Afrazz Not it's not, we all read your posts about IK
Like · Reply ·

1 · 7 hrs

Ted Roe My opinions about anonymity you read...i didn't threaten to out
Isaac Koi, that's a lie told by Gilles Fernandez
Like · Reply ·
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts

1 · 7 hrs
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Zazz Afrazz I still ask the same question "WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE
DEMANDING IK REVOKE HIS ANONYMITY AND RISK HIS CAREER? You
wrote that plain and simple, plenty of times. It's all over the net. It's so silly,
just delete your online war posts and hope people forget about it in a few
days. Or don't *shrugs* no skin off my nose.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 6 hrs

Ted Roe You are reading selected statements posted out of
context...read the original post w Chris Rutkowski , then read Gilles
Fernandez abusive post that got all this started. ..then read my
statement. .i never threatened to out Isaac Koi, that's a lie told by Gilles
Fernandez
Like · Reply ·

1 · 6 hrs · Edited

Write a reply...
Gilles Fernandez Please, if your next "target" is me, left out Isaac. TU.
All of it started cause Erica Lukes and her erasing all MUFON FB page group
(6000 members) she was in charge (in order to defend the infamous J. Ventre we
exposed). And Erica Lukes interviewing ... See More
Like · Reply · 6 hrs · Edited
Roger Glassel "This is all based on a lie told by Gilles Fernandez". Your Bushido
is gone and you need to stand up for the things that you have said. But then
again, you were just Erica's puppet in an old grudge.
Like · Reply · 6 hrs
Erica Lukes You know nothing about but what you have been told. You
and your friends have been aggressive and demeaning. That has taken
place for over a year.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 6 hrs

Ted Roe Show me where i threatened to out Isaac Koi. Anyone?
Like · Reply ·

1 · 6 hrs

View more replies
Write a reply...
Ted Roe Show me where l threatened to out Isaac Koi ...
Like · Reply · 6 hrs
Ted Roe The exact quote, please..in a screen shot
Like · Reply ·

https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts

1 · 6 hrs
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Ted Roe

Gilles Fernandez From a guy who have defended him to be the victim of
abusive comments, we have tons of yours insulting us...
again, if you want to ﬁght, your choice...
Like · Reply · 6 hrs · Edited
Ted Roe That's not a screen shot of the exact threat... you, sir, are a liar.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 5 hrs

Write a reply...
Jerry Kontos Now is where I step in for a comment...
Having read the comment about so and so doing so much for UFO's, and then all
the bickering going on here... well let me tell you; if you cannot behave and work
together then you will never have serious indivi... See More
Like · Reply ·

1 · 5 hrs

Ted Roe Blessings, Jerry....use the One to strike the many!
(Or feign inferiority and encourage his arrogance. ... lol...
Like · Reply ·

)

1 · 5 hrs

Write a reply...
Roger Glassel Jerry, so why did Erica and Ted feel that Issac needed to be
outed (His identity must be known) for a relevant discussion within ufology to take
place? Your talk doesn't contribute to anything. It is just talk.
Like · Reply · 5 hrs · Edited
Ted Roe We didn't feel Isaac needed to be outed. ..we asked why
everyone lets someone, no idea who, into their work....I never threatened
to out Isaac Koi. ..
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Roger Glassel You stated that Isaac identity must be known for his work
to be trustworthy, but I agree that it wasn't one comment by you that
directly said you were going to out him. It was all your comments in a
context that made it clear to everyone that it was your purpose, or a
threat that it was a possibility to do so, and that was enough. Do you
understand?
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4 hrs

View more replies
Write a reply...

https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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Ted Roe

Ted Roe Jerry Kontos , thank you for your mindfulness, blessings on you and your
family. Especially your mother.
When in doubt, challenged, or suffering refer to the three conditions of existence ...
And apply. ..
Bare attention, clear comprehension, Right action. .
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4 hrs · Edited

Jerry Kontos The old adage comes to mind "Better to be thought a fool,
than to speak and remove all doubt"...
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4 hrs

Write a reply...
Brian Leister Wtf is this childish nonsense?
Like · Reply ·

2 · 3 hrs

David Stinnett This is a difﬁcult thread to follow. Koi has nothing of pertinence
and his info is old hat. Out him for what? Propagating old news?
Like · Reply ·

1 · 2 hrs

Write a comment...

Ted Roe shared Trevor Wozny's post.
Yesterday at 5:53pm ·
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Trevor Wozny
Yesterday at 5:47pm ·
Says it all doesn't it?
Like

Comment

Share
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View 1 more comment
Kenneth Dudley Ted Roe wants going on with your page....????? are the Tolls
after you...??
Like · Reply ·

1 · 11 hrs

Kenneth Dudley FUCK ANONYMOUS....I SUPPORT Ted Roe....AND YOU MR
ZZZZZZZZZ CAN FUCK OFF
Like · Reply ·

1 · 11 hrs · Edited

Kenneth Dudley replied · 6 Replies · 10 hrs
Jeffrey Wilson BE a real shame if he gets hit with a charge for blackmailing and
a RICO investigation woudnt it?
Like · Reply · 9 hrs
Ted Roe replied · 3 Replies · 1 hr
Kenneth Dudley looks like MR.ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ DISAPPEARED
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Write a comment...
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Ted Roe

Ted Roe
Yesterday at 4:14pm ·

I feel good.
Like

Comment

Share

15
View 7 more comments
Peter Edwards Oh you feel good do you? I wonder how good you will feel when
one of the hundreds upon hundreds of thousands of people who respect and care
for the well being of Issac Koi, decides that dancing on your face is preferable to
whatever else they had planned for this weekend, you bloody hack. Go fuck
yourself.
Like · Reply ·

4 · 14 hrs · Edited

Ted Roe replied · 2 Replies · 8 hrs
Jeffrey Wilson I know a few lawyers Mr roe who want to have a word with you
for BLACKMAILING A member of a Rival UFO site.
Like · Reply · 9 hrs
Ted Roe I have never threatened to out Isaac Koi. ...that's Gilles Fernandez
comments. ..ﬁnd one example where i said that...
Like · Reply · 8 hrs
Zazz Afrazz Did you or did you not say you would publish his photo and/or name
despite Isaac Kois long-standing desire to participate in ufology anonymously ?
Like · Reply · 8 hrs
Hide 13 Replies
Gilles Fernandez I have evidences that Roe's "team" asked us to
provide IRL pictures of Isaac. Now, if Ted want continue to ﬁght, it will be
HIS choice.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Zazz Afrazz If that's the case, then Ted and "his team" have got
themselves in a tangle they surely want to avoid. I would suggest Ted
swallow his pride and delete all his posts referencing IK and stay away
from IK in the future. People are furious at this.
Like · Reply ·
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts

1 · 7 hrs
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Ted Roe

Gilles Fernandez Excepted ALL he wrote in his public page or different
groups he is part, have been recorded/archived...
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Zazz Afrazz The crux of it is, Did he or did he not say he would publish
his photo and/or name of Isaac Koi? Post it here.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Gilles Fernandez Hum, one of it already happened. Now, I prefer to
reserve my ﬁles if Ted roe is continuing and he will expose me as he
promised.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Zazz Afrazz Expose you for what? Is he blackmailing you also now?
Who is this guy???
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Gilles Fernandez He is Ted Roe ! ^^
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Gilles Fernandez A very important person who have Jacques Vallée in
HIS staff. But when you are questioning Jacques , himself have very
different answer
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
Zazz Afrazz That Makes no sense. It may be a language barrier issue?
Can you clarify what you mean? Is he or is he not threatening you also?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Gilles Fernandez Probably my english. well :
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/5990857
53614030/

Gilles Fernandez
UFO-Pragmatism
November 30 at 1:34pm ·
The most stupid UFO-Believer/investigator comment of the
day.
The winner is Ted Roe (NARCAP).
"It's a bit shocking that mainstream researchers will allow
this n...
See More
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
https://www.facebook.com/ted.roe.3?fref=ts
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Peter Edwards Zazz Afrazz, seems that someone is claiming to be part of
Vallées staff, but is not. Thats rather irrelevant at this point. The point is that
someone who has done more for the community than many entire
organisations have, has been taken off the ﬁeld, and someone is going to
have to pay for that. Whomever that is has marked their own card. Doom is
coming for that individual. Its just a matter of time.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Zazz Afrazz Well Peter Edwards I don't support any threats towards
anyone, no matter how thick headed they appear to be.... I don't think
Ted and his GF Erica realize how damaging they are being to the UFO
community and the lurkers. People are going nuts. A smart person would
retract, delete all his slanders against IK and quietly go away until it
blows over.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Zazz Afrazz Gilles Fernandez I read that thread, but I am still just trying
to clarity. Where is the threat to you, and the threat to expose IK via
name and photo release?
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
Write a reply...

Write a comment...

Ted Roe shared Masaaki Hatsumi's photo.
Yesterday at 9:09am ·

Keep training. ..

Ted Roe
Ted Roe Timeline
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Masaaki Hatsumi
Yesterday at 6:39am ·

Like Page

Its time to write HAPPY BIRTHDAY to HATSUMI SENSEI in YOUR LANGUAGE!!!
Tell us where are you come from and write!
#bujinkan #bujinkanbudotaijutsu #masaakihatsumi #happybirthday
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Jeffery Biddle Happy Birthday Hatsumi Sensei. Sat, Chit, Anand.
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Ted Roe
Yesterday at 8:34am ·
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Erica Lukes

Star Grifﬁn

From a thread on UFO Pragmatism :
You are welcome , Isaac....Gilles only posted what he could make the most
drama out of...and none of these bootlickers bothered to look at what i wrote
....but maybe you can tell us why we all operate transparently and you don't?
Why do you and your band of debunkers have the option to ruin people and
abuse their names while you hide behind a pseudonym?
According to Isaac Koi, this is a loaded question that he wont answer...wonder
why?... See More
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Christie
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Share
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Ted Roe That's fascinating. ...any idea why he and his minions can abuse people
who are transparently following the rules of credibility while he hides behind a
pseudonym?
He can't be cited as a bona ﬁde source, which is where all this crap that Gilles
stirr... See More
Like · Reply ·

Like Page

2 · Yesterday at 6:02pm

Jason Merrill replied · 5 Replies

Facebook © 2016

Ted Roe Fyi, I never threatened to out Isaac Koi. That came from Gilles
Fernandez whom I most certainly promised to make his bullying famous. ....
Stay tuned
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 9:52pm · Edited
Gilles Fernandez replied · 1 Reply
Chat over this. Folk
Jason Merrill Folk are going mental in the secret facebook groups
are begging Isaac to come back, and promising that ya'll won't troll him anymore.
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Ted Roe
Yesterday at 8:12am ·

Obviously, I wasn't the ﬁrst to see.it
http://www.theparacast.com/…/banned-from-the-ufo-collectiv…/
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Ted Roe
Yesterday at 1:38am ·

I had been diving w these dolphins nearby for about three years before we
took any video. ..this is one of the few I have of myself w my monoﬁn in
dolphins. .
Usually I am behind the camera. .check out my YouTube channel for other
freediving and dolphin /sea life vids...

Like Page

Everblue Freediving | Freediving with
Wild Dolphins | Hawaii Freediving
These are wild Spinner dolphins and their response to
me as a freediver is fairly typical of the encounters we
have at depth. Many freedivers report similar ...
YOUTUBE.COM
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1 share
View 1 more comment
Gregory A. Ormson This is a TED swim, not a TedTalk. Thanks Ted. Miss you.
Like · Reply ·

2 · Yesterday at 8:50am

Ted Roe replied · 1 Reply
Gregory A. Ormson http://www.asanajournal.com/ﬁnding-your-depth/ Talkin
about you Ted.
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Garrett Brown uber cool
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Elaine Dawes Inspiring Ted!
Like · Reply ·
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Ted Roe
Yesterday at 1:22am ·

Application from the Chuden set, yamaoroshi..
Keep training. ...

Musô Shinden Ryû Chûden: Oroshi DEMO
Chat
Hasegawa Eishin Ryû: Oroshi
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Exhibit D
Screenshots of discussion on Isaac Koi’s page on Facebook including farewell statement and
comments received on it. The contents of these screenshots can be verified by viewing that
discussion online at:
https://www.facebook.com/isaac.koi/posts/10207096201153042?pnref=story
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Search Facebook

Curt Home 3 Find Friends

Isaac Koi shared Gilles Fernandez's post.
Yesterday at 2 18am ·

Goodbye: I seem to have greatly annoyed Ted Roe about a month ago
when I posted a brief comment on Facebook about his new IAUPR group.
Without wanting to bother you all with the details, he has subsequently
posted on various Facebook pages attacking my use of a pseudonym
(referring to me as a "fictional entity","it" and posting "Who the fuck is
Isaac Koi and why won't he comply w the standards we do"). The relevant
Facebook pages include his own page and the one at the link below
(among others):
https://www.facebook.com/groups/470983769757563/permalink/599085
753614030/
In the context of these posts on various Facebook pages, Ted Roe posted
about "my guys" being at the CNES event I attended in Paris a couple of
years ago (where I had the pleasure of meeting with Jacques Vallee,
Richard Haines and various others ‑ including quite a few members of the
EuroUFO email List) and there being _"pics"_. Since the relevant meeting
was held on the basis that everyone was entitled to preserve their
anonymity if they wished, I had expected that any photos that include me
would not be made public ‑ but it looks like I may have been too trusting.
Even more worryingly to me, given my concern not to have clients know
about my interest in ufology in case this adversely affects my income, he
has now posted today ‑ after various people were kind enough to support
me in the relevant discussion on Facebook (including Edoardo Russo, Curt
Collins, Rich Hoffman, Paul Dean and others) ‑ called those supporting me
"little butt sucking followers" and said "just watch how I make these
malcontents famous anytime someone searches their name".
It appears to be implied ‑ although not entirely clear ‑ that Ted intends to
cause my interest in ufology to appear in search results anytime someone
searches my (real) name. Given that Ted knows people that have met me
(with Ted repeatedly referring to Jacques Vallee in the relevant posts), he
could be in a position to do this.
I'm not willing to take this risk.
I've been prepared to share resources freely with the UFO community for
over a decade without asking anything in return, simply seeking to be
allowed to participate using a pseudonym to avoid risking any potential
damage to my career. The above issues suggest that I cannot do this.
This means that I now probably have to cease active participation in
ufology ‑ with effect from today. I am, frankly, rather upset about this.
It's been (mostly) fun, but any potential harm to my career is more
important to me.
https://www.facebook.com/isaac.koi/posts/10207096201153042?hc_location=uﬁ
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My wife would kill me if my association with ufology damaged my career.
She already had a rather jaundiced view of my bothering to spendCurt
time onHome 3 Find Friends
these issues.
Given Ted Roe's connections, I simply don't see any alternative.
All the best,
Isaac
Gilles Fernandez UFO‑Pragmatism
November 30 at 1 34pm ·
The most stupid UFO‑Believer/investigator comment of the day.
The winner is Ted Roe (NARCAP).
"It's a bit shocking that mainstream researchers will allow this no‑named soul
into their discussions and will accept work when the source is not verifiable."
Ted Roe was attacking Isaac Koi...
My opinion is the following: I have many "pseudos" as FB friends and
concerning ufology. From Isaac to Scott, passing by Nab Lator.
Them, when they propose something, they gave you all elements to verify by
yourselves, from the Kernel file to decipher the Roswell placard (I have a very
hard discussion with Jeff Ritzmann who gave more or less the same "argument"
regarding Nab Lator), to documents as the ones provided by Isaac.
As there are cases (by NARCAP, and many other UFO organizations) where the
provider of footage/picture prefer to remain anonymous. Why then they are not
rejecting such cases and then are teaching rules they dont apply for
themselves? Why in the list I found this quote, they have not ban all pseudos?
Well, that's ufology after all..

Like

Comment
Share
Chris Isbert, Henning Dethlefsen and 37 others
39

Michael Huntington Good luck to you, Isaac! Thank you for your contributions
to the field. Sorry, you exit under such circumstances. Hopefully some much
needed reform of Ufology, in the coming years, will make for a more
cooperative environment for research and criticism. Best wishes.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 3 04am
Michael Jeppesen So sad that an interest in the ufo phenomenon can be so
damaging to a career. I hope nothing of this will not affect you so you can
continue your valuable work sharing all you can. Your identity is not a problem
here, only people who are too nosey for their own good. Don't let one bad
apple spoil the whole bunch
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 3 30am · Edited
François Haÿs What a pity! But it's your choice, and I respect it of course.
Thanks for what you've done to promote quality in ufology.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 3 51am
Simon Andersen What a sick development. I'm really going to miss you ‑‑ the
best addition since Kenny Young IMO. You were our last hope to turn ufology
into something.
https://www.facebook.com/isaac.koi/posts/10207096201153042?hc_location=uﬁ
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Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 3 59am
Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Robert Moore I said all this ‑ Ufology hasn't a great reputation (equated with
frauds, the insane and the criminal) ‑ some people's jobs do not allow open
disclosure. Who wants to be known as the "UFO barrister" ‑ and who would
want to be defended in court by someone with that nickname...!
Why can't people understand!
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 4 04am · Edited
Robert Moore A lot of famous people are known by professional names ‑
virtually all the actors in Hollywood to start with. Are they "fictional people" ?!!
Yet again, Ufology eats it's own
Like · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 4 06am
Michael Lund Im sad to hear that, youre my best source to serious ufo
investigation.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 4 15am
Isaac Koi Thank you for the messages of support. I regret that I'm being
forced to leave.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · Yesterday at 4 20am
Jerome Beau This is so sad Isaac. But I did not understand: is the
damage already done (and in such a case you have nothing to loose
more in staying) or is it some threat upon you to summon you to leave?
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 7 42am
Stu Hanberry
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1h
Roger Glassel
Tim Printy

Like · Reply · 1 · 13 hrs
Angelo Dongas Best of luck Isaac. Thanks for all your contributions. I
am sure that I speak for many of us when I say that we hope to hear
from you again.
Like · Reply · 1 · 12 hrs · Edited
Write a reply...
Roger Glassel Sad news. Will this mean that you are not going to engage
yourself as an archivist? Hopefully not.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4 27am
Mick Sayer Thank you for all the stuff you've contributed Isaac, it must have
been so much work that you've put in.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 4 43am
Janet Walkey Very sad that you feel forced into this after all the work you
have done. Clearly you must be convinced that your interest in Ufology could
have a detrimental impact on your work. Alan Murdie is very open about his
https://www.facebook.com/isaac.koi/posts/10207096201153042?hc_location=uﬁ
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interest in the paranormal and as far as I know does not feel it's had a
negative impact on his professional life, but I imagine it depends on theCurt
area Home 3 Find Friends
you work in. All the best for the future.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 4 49am
Robert Moore The paranormal has a better image ‑ thanks to long
standing bodies such as the SPR
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 4 56am
Robert Moore Whereas Ufology is the subject "of that man with the
crazy hair who thinks aliens did everything!"
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4 56am
Write a reply...
Frank J Schäpel sad to hear about this. hope you will make a comeback in the
future! best wishes.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 4 58am · Edited
Heather Stone Isaac, I am so very sorry to hear you are leaving due to such
awful circumstances. Your dedication and contribution to ufology have been
remarkable. This is a very sad day for ufology everywhere. I shall miss you and
your tireless work for ufology very much indeed. With many good wishes to
you. Heather
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 5 11am
Antoine Cousyn Isaac, I had the great pleasure meeting you during the 2014
CAIPAN workshop and your work is (and still will be) truly inspiring and one of
the most reliable source I even seen. Like everyone here, I'm sad about this
situation and very sorry to see that some people are more interested in
attacking people than anything else... Best wishes and all the best for you and
your family
Unlike · Reply · 8 · Yesterday at 5 16am
James Plescher Outragously low in a field filled with low humans.
He always came off as above the fray, a reasonable person that wasn't here to
do harm.
Turns out he is a very vicious pile of shit, blowing hot air.
Do what you have to for your own good and protect yourself.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 7 10am · Edited
Robert Moore replied · 1 Reply
Rick Hilberg What a shame. "Ufology" is unfortunately infested with people
who are so troubled that they should seek professional help, but continue to
perform all sorts of disgusting and non‑productive mischief at the expense of
others...
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 5 39am
Mike Wootten Nothing changes ‑ Big egos in small ponds. Glad I got out of
it!!!
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 5 47am
Robert Moore I'm still in "rehab"....
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 5 53am
Mike Wootten Hi Robert ‑ I hear ya!!!
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 6 04am
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Mike Wootten the scars on my back are just healing!!!
Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 6 10am
Edoardo Russo Hi Mike! You've got your own responsibility precisely
because you left, my friend. If all the sane people leave ufology, only
the worst characters will remain. Is that what we've been struggling
for? It's a hard and dirty work, but somebody's got to go on and keep
"real" ufology's flag up against cranks, illuminati, merchants, true
believers, true unbelievers and the pseudo‑ufology folks.
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
Mike Wootten Hi Edoardo. Good to hear from you. The constant
struggle to keep it real was too much. Nothing has moved forward. I'm
truly glad to be out of it!
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Write a reply...
John Sherwood Tomlinson Isaac Koi a friend of mine used these folks and
they seem to be second to none: https://www.internetreputation.com
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 6 16am
Jenny Randles How sad. Though I completely understand your reasons, Isaac
and you will be terribly missed by all those who care about this subject. The
reality is that what you have done for UFO research over the past years will be
remembered because it is invaluable and has done far more good than the ill
judged comments of this man and his inexcusable actions. One of these
things has enriched and enhanced the reputation of our field ‑ such as it is
these days. One of them has fulfilled all the expectations of those who judge
us all from afar as just being a bunch of moaning minnies. You were and are
one of the good guys and we can ill afford to lose you, but, of course, you had
to do what was right here. Thank you for all of your efforts.
Unlike · Reply · 6 · Yesterday at 6 33am · Edited
John Sherwood Tomlinson Isaac Koi invest with a pro as per
hereabove....they can even arrange for you to use a nickname and continue
ufology....it isn't cheap but can get you back on trek and avoid your
professional contacts to mingle with your ufo leisure ( reputation) ...worth the
investment.....
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 6 38am
Manuel Lamiroy That is very sad news, indeed. Your work has always been
top notch.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · Yesterday at 6 47am
John Sherwood Tomlinson ufology just doesnt change....full of low life
lunatics just willing to hurt others....been there too..was slammed on multiple
occasions from french conspiracy freaks...they threatened me in same
fashion, including shooting me spouse and family....did not give in...my pro
contacts found it refreshing ( John..you are into ufos wtf? absolutely, I get
involved to help keep gullible people from being attracted to ufo based cults
like rael or scientology, you know the tom cruise cult....to prevent these
gullibles to get their belongings and estate stolen under influence of these
gurus.....wow john great endeavour....continue....turned out well introduced
this way....as per threats, in yachting industry was able to find jobs for çrew
and security agents for yacht owners , former navy seals, ozz or brit SAS, paid
up to 2/3000€/day without taking a % as pros do....oh a trouble maker
john...can we help you in any way? ....possibly......there is always a means in
your issue to counter these suckers.....
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Like · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 6 49am
Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Darren Badrock There has to be another way. You may be able to claim your
name as a trademark and enforce confidentiality rules? Worth investigating
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 6 56am
Ricky Poole I think this really brings home the point that "public" Ufology is
for the most part a largely unappreciated excercise fraught with dangers both
professional and personal and best left to secret colleges and closed groups. I
hope you can find some way in the future to engage in your passion in a
manner that you feel comfortable with. Thank you for everything you've done
to share your interest wtih others.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 7 04am
Springer Abovetopsecret Pitiful behavior, I'm sad to read this Isaac Koi,
you've been bright spot in this arena of dullness and deception. I wish you the
best and appreciate all you've done.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · Yesterday at 7 14am
Frank Stalter I do believe this is a mistake and it will pass.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 7 17am
Debra Jayne East I respect your decision Isaac but your work is for the good
of your family. In the end they will be proud that you took a stand. Ufology has
changed from years ago. There are Presidents, astronauts dignitaries and top
government officials who believe in UFOS. I can say this with 100% accuracy
that our government not only knows about ETs but they work with them.
Ufology needs good men like you. As for the idiot who is posting crap about
you. Take your power back. Tell him you don't give a ‑‑‑‑ what he does he
needs to grow up. The last few weeks my cohost and I have been under attack
by a stalker trashing our credibility. I reported her to FB and all my friends did
as well. She is history. Stay my friend. You did a fine job
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 8 01am
David J. Halperin This is horrifying, Isaac. I am so pained to hear it!
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 8 02am
Hide 11 Replies
Robert Moore We've had "new" Ufology" , then "new" "new" Ufology
‑ now we have "cruel Ufology"
Like · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 8 26am · Edited
Jenny Randles Sadly, Robert it is really just old Ufology reasserting
itself. We need to reinvent ourselves and perhaps even redefine what
we are doing and let them get on with it. Isaac only faces this problem
because of guilt by association with what the world perceives of as
Ufology. Not what we all know really is Ufology. That is the problem.
We need to move the goalposts and escape.
Unlike · Reply · 6 · Yesterday at 8 42am · Edited
Robert Moore True, Ufology was cruel even when in our time. We
both know this to our cost
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 8 43am
Robert Moore But to make an issue out of a person using an assumed
name for professional reasons, after they have done so much notable
work!
If anything it shows detachment ‑ Isaac's work and statements can be
factually verified ‑ which is all that matters. If only others were less
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motivated by their egos
Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 8 45am
Jenny Randles There is no excuse at all for what has happened here,
I agree. Nobody should be defending it and I hope he is made to see
what he has done so wrong by the pretty evident strength of feeling
amongst right thinking Ufologists.
Like · Reply · 2 · 23 hrs
Jenny Randles Hopefully someone who knows this guy in the US will
have a quiet word of understanding in his ear.
Like · Reply · 2 · 23 hrs
Robert Moore And when Jenny says it's wrong... it's wrong !
Like · Reply · 1 · 23 hrs
Jenny Randles To any right thinking person it is surely wrong, Robert.
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Robert Moore One would hope so. I just meant you rarely criticize
anyone online
Which is sensible knowing what the Internet is like.
Like · Reply · 21 hrs · Edited
Jenny Randles That is true, Robert. Though from past experience as
you know some people react badly to criticism of any kind in UFOlogy
so I tend to be cautious these days. But this is just so unfair and
wrong headed given all the good things that Isaac has done for our
field. It is hard to just let someone who deserves praise be treated so
shabilly.
Like · Reply · 1 · 19 hrs
Robert Moore Agreed.
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Write a reply...
Derek Tyler I do not think it is something you need to hide from clients, your
interest in the topic. If they had half a clue, they would be extremely
interested themselves. I used to refrain from discussing it, but I don't
anymore. If they are not interested, it is because they have been asleep at the
wheel. If they think I'm crazy for being interested, it is because they have no
idea what they are talking about.
You have always been a good and decent person to me, when we have
spoken here on a number of occasions. I don't want anyone to chase you off
of here, especially to suit their own personal agenda. If I can help you in some
way, tell me what it is and I will do it if it is within my power.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 8 05am
Ronnie Dugdale I fully understand why you would want to hide it from clients (
or employers ) . Or even work colleagues come to that
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 8 10am
Morgan Beall Issac there was nothing pragmatic about that discussion. When
the typical snipers like Gilles and Printy are involved it is no different than
having a debate with a blind believer. You have to ask yourself the question,
why do people who hate the subject so much find themselves writing near
novel length posts and wasting 1000s of hours to attack others personalities
and hypothesis. Not critique or disagree, they attack. You don't see this with
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other subjects. You do not have a dedicated subset constantly complaining
about why waste time on the subject but yet they seem to be spendingCurt
the Home 3 Find Friends
most time out of anyone in the subject. Your work is great Isaac but you
became distracted and pulled into the same trap with this same group of
people. Get in one fight that was not really your doing. You should not give up
on your work. It's effective and you have accomplished much. Does not
matter who you are, your references and documentation speaks for itself. It's
ironic and often simplistic when you find the contradiction in all this. Simply
read Gilles first sentience and read the title of the group. No pragmatism there
in what he says or what he stands for. A simple observation. Ted Roe, sure,
what he said was not pragmatic either but rather his emotional reaction to
personal attacks. Get out of the business of telling how much other people are
wrong and simple just share and show your work. It will speak for itself.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 8 11am
John Sherwood Tomlinson Morgan you are correct. Some folks in
field are just losers in real life, trying to make a name for themselves in
this leisurely field. another typology of folks is just plain angry people
just there to shoot out their venom at point blank for no reason...in
both cases they are harmful towards others....think about guys like
former executive director of mufon dave macdonald who makes a
living with planes doing the mile high club ( sex or " romance " in a
flying plane above a mile altitude.....)....
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 8 55am
Morgan Beall I certainly don't do this for living.
Like · Reply · 23 hrs
Michael Huntington I say if there are frauds to expose, exploitations
to confront, falsehoods to debunk, and biases to challenge then we
should continue to do so. We (all) should always be cordial, but the
purpose is to find the truth ‑ first, by cutting through the deceit.
Like · Reply · 2 · 23 hrs · Edited
Ryan Penka Well said Morgan 100% correct
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
John Sherwood Tomlinson does anyone know which famous
historical author wrote first a book using aliens? I can recall voltaire in
Micromegas but woondering if any other author has done same, or
greek philosopher.......
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
Steve Dewey Does it have to be famous? Bishop Godwin had men on
the moon back in 1620 ‑‑
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Man_in_the_Moone
The Man in the Moone - Wikipedia

The Man in the Moone is a book by the English
divine and Church of England bishop Francis…
EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Write a reply...
Ronald Regehr Saddened by your choice to leave.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 8 32am
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Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Donna Miller Hollie Sorry to see you go I've enjoyed your posts
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 8 53am
Jeff Davis I am so sad to hear this Isaac. Your contributions to the UFO
landscape are considered priceless by pretty much anyone in the "know". Are
you stating that Ted Roe has threatened your right to internet anonymity by
stating that he would reveal your identity if you don't leave? Possibly the UFO
community could start, and maintain for a short time, an electronic petition in
support of your anonymity's preservation, and one that might persuade Ted
Roe to take heed and mind his own business.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 9 00am
Chris Markham So sad to hear this, but I do understand it. Your efforts are
appreciated Isaac.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 23 hrs
James Oberg Feel free to remain in contact via email, and I have a decades‑
long record of preserving confidentiality of my correspondents.
Unlike · Reply · 7 · 23 hrs
Christopher Green I have worked with Isaac for several years, and found him
to be the most ethical and sane person in a sea of confusion. He has aided my
research enormously, and that of may others. This is a sad day. Flame Wards
burn very hot, and destroy.
Unlike · Reply · 6 · 23 hrs
Christopher Green I am too upset...sorry..."and that of MANY others..."Flame
WARS..."
Like · Reply · 23 hrs
Jeff Ritzmann I have always found you Isaac, to be one of the solid
documentarians and archivists ‑ it wasn't until somewhat recently that I found
out this wasn't your real name. I can understand your reserve not to want to
associate your professional life with this, especially in your area of work ‑
where targets are painted on backs with routine frequency. Take good care,
and you will be missed. (Although I'll make a prediction: I don't think you're
going anywhere)
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 23 hrs
Igor Kalytyuk Just take yourself a new nickname
Like · Reply · 2 · 23 hrs
Igor Kalytyuk Just take yourself a new nickname
Like · Reply · 23 hrs
Caleb Waters While you take the hiatus research Flat Earth..
(Sorry to see this take place between you both, truly)
Like · Reply · 23 hrs
Roderick B. Dyke An extremely sad day for ufology! Thank you for all your
contributions to the field, Issac! I will get the UFO Newsclipping Service
scanned as I have promised! Cheers, my friend!
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs
Christopher O'Brien This is one the top reasons why I sincerely dislike the
field of ufology and correct anyone who wants to call me a "ufologist." I'm an
investigative journalist or, if you prefer and anomalist. Don't lump me in w/ that
bunch! You've done 'that' field a great service w/ your digitizing effort! Thanks
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so much from all of us researchers! Sad to hear about Roe's actions. Perhaps
all of us should shower him w/ emails. Let's get proactive on his ass! Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs · Edited
Robert Sheaffer Very sorry to hear this. Your research has been extremely
valuable.
Like · Reply · 5 · 22 hrs
John Sherwood Tomlinson Everyone comes back sooner or later to ufology.
Gille himself at one time cut contact with ufology due to a professional reason
and came back. now please do not perceive this negatively. I have myself
come back yet under another angle as after leaving the UFO arena, setting up
international network of Mufon, including with CNES Geipan which eventually
gave fruition to the Caipan where Isaac writes about hereabove, trying to
bring bona fide science ( if CNES isn't what is?) and common international
investigation questionnaires, had a few years to think about the " truth " and
concluded nothing worthwhile here. yet, took another approach from an
astrobiology standpoint, solar system exploration, aerospace latest or planned
technology, astronomy ( exoplanets...)...and all science mainstream data
technology concepts which may enable humans to go out there and discover
possible life forms evolved or microbial. my standpoint while I keep mind open
to discussion on subject in an articulate and polite fashion, light years away
from arguing on different theories on this subject.
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs
Edoardo Russo That's why (serious) UFO organizations are needed:
they can go on and wait for valid fellows to come back to active
ufology, after some disintoxication. It's real life experience of mine: old
friends who had left, coming back, asking "where had we remained?"
and resuming a positive (though different) role. That's my wish.
Like · Reply · 2 · 22 hrs
John Sherwood Tomlinson Isaac...you can also do same work from
home while going through a very serious archival center or researcher
such as Edoardo, once internet mess cleaned up....I just cannot
accept you bend before threats and give up....very deceiving and
saddening idiots make you back up....despicable folks....
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs
John Sherwood Tomlinson we were dear Edoardo on same wave
length....hope all'is fine and when you visit here on Med, let me
know....
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
Edoardo Russo I can't (and don't) accept Isaac Koi's surrender, either.
But I feel confident he can and will go on with his good work, even if in
a less public way. His recent joint‑venture with Archives for the
Unexplained ‑ AFU empowered both parties' efforts along the same
lines as some large archive‑based organizations are. Let's go on with
that, all together (SCEAU, AFU, CISU etc.). That's something that will
remain (and will help conservation of all our 70 years' work when we'll
no longer be).
Like · Reply · 2 · 22 hrs
Write a reply...
Joe McGonagle So long, and thanks for all the fish!
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
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Curt Home 3 Find Friends
Ryan Penka Gilles Fernandez is on a mission. His goal is to confirm his conclusion
made from day one that there is no reality to the phenomenon and any facts to the
contrary are not important now even going to war with NARCAP, this should get
good.
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs · Edited
Ben Moss We all get attacked one way or another in this field. But as far as I
can tell Isaac has been a contributor in this field. Its a shame that people
cannot get along, but I fear that some want to be in the limelight and will step
on anyone to stay there. It is not a contest, it is a search for the truth. Isaac, I
would say ignore his rants, keep moving forward, and know that many of us
support your efforts. Do not let one guy derail you, just get a better avatar.
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Ryan Penka I happen to appreciate Issac Kois work but differently for Gilles
who is basically the michael shermer of his country, which I have no patience
for. If pseudoskeptic Gilles Fernandez wants to start a fued with NARCAP, I
will put my money on Haines, Ted Roe, and Leslie Kean
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs · Edited
Scott Brando No Isaac I respect your choise but I don't undestand why
your interest in Ufology could be a damage for your career. You are not a
hoaxer, you're not a liar, you've never earned anything. If someone searches
your pseudonym on the web, he will find only the best about Ufology.
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Jeff Ritzmann "You have to ask yourself the question, why do people who
hate the subject so much find themselves writing near novel length posts and
wasting 1000s of hours to attack others personalities and hypothesis."
Morgan, that's a mouthful. One I asked Gilles about a week or so ago. He
refused to answer why he was in this discussion. Guess that says a lot.
Like · Reply · 1 · 18 hrs · Edited
Constantine Ufo This is a shame, as you do excellent, valuable, much needed
work putting to rest internet hoaxes. I find myself referring to your pages often
and it's disappointing I won't be able to do so further to beat back the
unending tide of bullshit produced by cranks and profiteers. Thanks for
everything you've done, Isaac. It's ironic that anyone who at least pretends to
care about UFOlogy would use its associated stigma against someone else.
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
John Sherwood Tomlinson I would state all, that irrelevent of Gilles post or
position, this thread is highly positive as demonstrates one may have a
gentleman's discussion with a positive outcome with an addition of both
support for Isaac and possible solutions for his issue. Gilles is a psychologist
well trained for info.
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs
Tony Eccles Isaac you have my utmost respect, always have done, and I
understand your need for anonymity. I'm sorry this fool has upset you and fails
to recognise the need for privacy. Please do keep in touch via my email and
telephone, I always have time for you.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 19 hrs
Joseph Zuppardo Isaac Koi ‑‑ Phuk them, don't let them bother you dude! If
U give me an idea who's doing this, I'll call in an airstrike!
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
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Phil Poling This kind of shit happens in UFology, Bigfooting and other Curt Home 3 Find Friends
interests all the time. It's a sad fact. I am sorry this has happened to you. You
are probably best to just go and ignore everything. It will go away soon
enough ‑ it always does. People get bored easily.
Like · Reply · 1 · 18 hrs
Tim Brigham Don't let the loons with nothing to contribute run you off , Isaac
Koi
Like · Reply · 3 · 18 hrs
Joseph Zuppardo Phil Poling ‑‑ Look at what happened to John Ford!
Sometimes, it can get serious!
Like · Reply · 18 hrs
Armap Ats It's a shame, but when an idiot menaces to risk your career and, in
consequence, your future, I think it's better to leave the idiot in his little world,
made even smaller, so he sees himself as bigger.
Take care of yourself.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 17 hrs
Andrea Christgau Oh no! I have loved your threads and posts on ATS for 7
years. I've spent hours reading the links you have provided and falling asleep
at my computer because I just didn't want to stop! I still have a ton left to read
or watch. I was always excited when I saw a thread of yours on ATS. I knew it
was going to be good!!! It's sad someone is causing you to leave something
you clearly love and believe in. I don't know who this Ted guy is but he needs
to get a life and kick rocks. Threatening to unmask you so to speak is just low!
Good luck and maybe one day you will return! Until then I'm sure I have years
worth of material but I will definitely miss your posts.
Like · Reply · 15 hrs
Stu Hanberry
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Unlike · Reply · 5 · 13 hrs
Henning Dethlefsen What a disaster! Ufology again is eating its best children!
I have myself changed sides several times from the sceptic side to the
believing side and back again. But Isaac Koi, has always been the rock of
good and solid information. It comes to a point, when "true" ufology is really
just about weeding out the frauds and the crackpots, and that gets really
frustrating. So in a way I completely understand Isaacs choice. Just saying: Its
a terrible loss for the not dishonest part of ufology. Thank you Isaac for all the
good information, and all the best from me to you and your family. Remember:
Wifes are there for a reason...
Unlike · Reply · 4 · 3 hrs
Write a comment...
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Exhibit E
Screenshots of discussion on Isaac Koi’s page on Facebook in October 2016 regarding Ted
Roe’s new group. The contents of these screenshots can be verified by viewing that discussion
online at:
https://www.facebook.com/isaac.koi/posts/10206809967677384?pnref=story
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Isaac Koi

October 24 ·

A new group ‑ with the rather grand title of the International Association of
U.A.P. Researchers ‑ (apparently linked to Ted Roe of NARCAP, Ruben
Uriate of MUFON and Erica Lukes) is offering "qualified, approved"
membership to UAP/UFO "scholars and researchers" for US$75 per year
to those that meet the group's approval.

Search Facebook

Curt Home Find Friends
SPONSORED

Create Ad

mysite

Home

IAUAPR.ORG

Like
Comment
Share
Gilles Fernandez, Robert Sheaffer and 31 others
33
2 shares
56 Comments
Rich Reynolds What arrogant, egocentric nonsense....
Like · Reply · 7 · October 24 at 5 47am
Hide 11 Replies
Morgan Beall I understand your skepticism, can't count how many
organization pop up and go away but what is arrogant and or
egocentric about their idea? We really have not see anything to judge
but what say you?
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 6 09am
Rich Reynolds "Meet the group's approval"? "UAP/UFO scholars"?
Come on. Morgan....not to see the arrogance and ego‑oriented patina
of this effort is suprising...
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 6 33am
https://www.facebook.com/isaac.koi/posts/10206809967677384?hc_location=uﬁ
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Morgan Beall I know just wanted to hear exactly why. If they maybe
set the criteria for minimum requirements and did not charge to be a
editor/contributor that would be one thing but I understand your issue
with it.
Like · Reply · October 24 at 9 26am
Rich Reynolds Morgan, the bigger bugaboo for me is that $75 charge
to belong. If some organization or person needs money to provide an
exchange of information or news to interested parties, they shouldn't
be online or operating in public. I understand authors, composers,
artists, generally, should be remunerated for their created efforts. But
people trying to gain monies from data and information that is in the
public ether, causes me intellectual grief. UFO materials, unless
created anew, should be free and the research about UFOs more free
than anything. I deal with this at my blog, ufocon.blogspot.com

Français (France) · Deutsch

Privacy · Terms · Advertising · Ad Choices ·
Cookies · More
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Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 10 17am
Ted Roe Perhaps I can help. ..there are two basic memberships that
SPONSORED
Create Ad
are intended to make the organization sustainable. The first is an
associate member..nonparticipatory, no approval. We give them
copies of the journal when it comes out, newsletters, etc....
The participating members are involved w the editorial board and
coach/ referee studies, serve on the science board and focus teams,
etc....
You don't have to be a member to submit a study or article, you do to
determine if it's published. ..
This is consistent with a lot of research societies and helps the quality
of research and presentation. ..
$5.99 at Amazon ★★★★✮
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 8 11pm
amazon.com
Ted Roe Of course, if you accept Isaacs incomplete and incorrect
Num Noms Series 2 ‑ Scented 8‑Pack ‑ Freezie
presentation and don't look into it yourself you won't get it....
Pops Family ‑ $5.99
Like · Reply · 2 · October 25 at 12 49pm
Jason Merrill $75 is nothing if you look at it realistically.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 25 at 9 27pm
Rich Reynolds Asking for membership fees is panhandling. Some
UFO buffs are always looking to make a buck off the phenomenon. It
diminishes the enterprise they wish to pursue.
Like · Reply · October 25 at 10 22pm
Jason Merrill No.No. It means that only serious people are attracted.
If a person cant pay 75 dollars they cant be serious, and wouldn't be
wanted.
Purple
Like · Reply · 1 · October 26 at 6 28am
How to Use a Raw Egg to Determine if Your
Paul Dean Im happy to pay it. Its peanuts.
Mattress is Awful. #purple Website: http://OnPur...
Like · Reply · October 26 at 7 16am
Rich Reynolds Jason and Dean, you are suckers, falling for a scam.
No one should have to pay for entree to UFO discussions or groups.
English (US) · Español · Português (Brasil) ·
Français (France) · Deutsch
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UFOs are an ephemeral phenomenon that has attracted the gullible
and those who are easily conned in to supporting enterprises that use
UFOs to make a fast, easy buck. $75 is a pittance for many, but that's
not the point. You fellows keep the con‑artists in place. Gilles
Fernandez is right; "that's ufology."
Like · Reply · October 26 at 8 19am
Write a reply...
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Morgan Beall Doesn't seem fleshed out. What are the standards and who is
the body of individuals deciding? What makes you qualified. Is it experience
with UFO research or academic discipline. The latter would be preferable. Is
this just a research publishing platform?
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 6 04am · Edited
Ted Roe Good questions, we are deciding all of that...it's a big
process. We are definitely a publishing point but I am pulling in support
for a science board, editorial board..right now it's our administration
folks you are talking about. The first guy on board was Dr Teodorani.
...those folks will help set standards. .
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 7 30pm
Curt Home Find Friends
Write a reply...
James Plescher My god... all the water is poison.
This field is a joke.
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 6 32am
Rich Reynolds Exactly James, Exactly...
Like · Reply · October 24 at 6 33am
Write a reply...
Norman Gagnon oooh wow
Like · Reply · October 24 at 7 05am
Chris Fowler Well I've actually been involved with NARCAP and it is a great
organisation and thankfully clear of a lot of the usual rubbish. Dr. Richard
Haines is far more credible than many.
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 7 29am
Morgan Beall Would agree but does Haines back this project because
Ted is involved?
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 9 27am
Chris Fowler I don't know, but Ted is a top guy and not in the world of
UFO bullshit.
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 9 58am · Edited
Eduardo Pogorelsky also Ted is direct experiencer but only talk about
with friends
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 6 48pm
Ted Roe I have Dr Haines full support.
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 7 55pm
Eduardo Pogorelsky and mine too Ted Roe
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 7 59pm
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Roger Glassel
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Ted Roe Thanks for your kind words, Chris and Eduardo. It's interesting
Privacy · Terms · Advertising · Ad Choices ·
how none of these folks see beyond their own egos. ...it's ok...I didn't
Cookies · More
Lance Moody
2h
want to be the guy to do this but none of these geniuses stepped up...I
Facebook © 2016
thought Isaac Koi was above this kind of abuse so it's a bit of a surprise to
see him as a ringleader. ...contacted me about it and instead of giving me
Jeremiah Dugger
3h
time he attacks and smears. ..he was on my list of must have members
just didn't get the chance to pitch him...but timing is everything and i see
Ryan Sprague
he's just another troll...it's funny how you think you are part of something,
holding standards, demanding rationality and quality, and then they can't
suppress their egos and become abusive. ...I'm sure that a lot of folks
MORE CONTACTS (5)
he's gotten close to will be grateful for a warning about him....
Like · Reply · 2 · October 25 at 12 36pm
John Alexander
Eduardo Pogorelsky Some of These guys have no idea who you are
and the things that you passed trough that put you in the pat to
discover the truth with professionslism and objetivity. I know that you
will not make public things that you know and you can't prove. You
Search
have my respect for this because it tell how professional you are plus
that you know ( not believe) things from your own experience. Curt Home Find Friends
Search Facebook
Like · Reply · 1 · October 25 at 1 03pm
Write a reply...
Isaac Koi replied to his own
comment.
SPONSORED
Create Ad
Stephen Miles Lewis Will wait and see... not enough know. Yet to judge
Gilles Fernandez replied to
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 7 53am
Isaac Koi's comment.
Paul Dean Im in it
Philip Mantle replied to
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 7 54am
Kamil Hryniewicki's
Morgan Beall replied · 1 Reply
comment.
Curt Collins Paul, that's interesting to hear. Can you tell us more about the
Roger Glassel likes Clas
organization? Erica Lukes has spoken of Paola Harris and Jaime Maussan as
Svahn's video.
mentors. Will they be on board? By the way, they'll be together at a
$5.99 at Amazon ★★★★✮
conference next month with a few friends.
amazon.com
Florent Michaud likes
http://starworksusa.com/genes.../laughlin‑ufo‑symposium‑2016
Num Noms Series 2 ‑ Scented 8‑Pack ‑ Freezie
NOAA Science On a
Pops Family ‑ $5.99
Sphere's video.
Laughlin UFO Symposium 2016 Mrherr Zaar added a new
StarworksUSA
photo. “A 1980 ALIEN
ABDUCTION NOVEL
STARWORKSUSA.COM | BY STAR3953
The basic premise of
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 5 · October 24 at 8 36am
The...”
James Plescher THIS ^^
Etienne Hamelin reacted
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 8 37am
to La re‑révélation de
Michael Huntington That sure is a Star‑Studded Line‑Up of Celebrity
Stu Hanberry
Speakers! You could get autographs, selfies, and plenty of books to
buy from the tops in Celebrity Ufology at this event! Top dollar
Purple
speakers on the subject of UFOs all in one place!
Chris Rutkowski
2h
How to Use a Raw Egg to Determine if Your
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 1 54pm
Mattress is Awful. #purple Website: http://OnPur...
Ben Moss Celebrity, I like that.
Ricky Poole
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 2 08pm
Warren Naujalis
English (US) · Español · Português (Brasil) ·
Français
(France)
·
Deutsch
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Paul Dean Ill call ya
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 2 48pm
Stu Hanberry Michael Huntington it's a circus act that's it
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 3 46pm
James Plescher Barf‑o‑Rama
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 6 42pm
Ted Roe Definitely not, re harris, maussaun, and their ilk...rational,
published folks..only...I decide who is in, like I did w NARCAP
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 7 10pm
Eduardo Pogorelsky Jaime Manfraud with Ted Roe? lol
don't worry is impossible Curt Collins
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 7 20pm
Write a reply...
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James Plescher Pay 75$ to get verified as a qualified scholarly researcherCurt Home Find Friends
and have the opportunity to have others in the same organization review your
work.
This is classic pay to play.
SPONSORED
Create Ad
How do you expect to get any feedback thats useful when its a you scratch
my back ill scratch yours environment?
Do the members think that this constitutes peer review?
You still have to go outside the group to get actual scientific journals to take
the work seriously.
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 8 37am
Ted Roe Most journals have a science board and an Editorial board
that referees papers and helps authors prepare studies for submission.
$5.99 at Amazon ★★★★✮
.. this is no different. We need active, qualified members to participate
amazon.com
in reviewing submissions and coaching. ..but you do not have to be a
Num Noms Series 2 ‑ Scented 8‑Pack ‑ Freezie
member to submit your study...you have to be one to review, coach,
Pops Family ‑ $5.99
edit....
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 7 15pm
Jason Merrill Give it a chance.
Like · Reply · 3 · October 25 at 9 28pm
Write a reply...
James Plescher I completely considered Ted and Paul reasonable people in
the field able to sniff out nonsense and yet here we are.
As I said, all the water is poison.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 8 39am · Edited
Ted Roe replied · 1 Reply
Lillian E. Waters The website lists the team as Ted Roe, Erica Lukes and
Ruben Uriarte. Aren't Erica and Ruben MUFON State Directors? Is MUFON
backing this group?
Like · Reply · October 24 at 9 46am
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Ted Roe No, Erica resigned I. Ruben has been a longtime member of
my team at NARCAP and is also a mufon member. ..
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 7 17pm
Lillian E. Waters Isn't Ruben one of the State Directors for California?
Like · Reply · October 24 at 7 25pm
Ted Roe Not sure, told Jan and i he was looking for other projects.
.has to balance it w his own agenda...
Like · Reply · October 24 at 7 33pm
Ted Roe He was N Cal section director, May still be...
Like · Reply · October 24 at 7 34pm
Write a reply...
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Darren M Thomas I've just sold all my unicorns and Pegasus sperm to join.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 12 03pm
Patrick Allen If its mufon ...how much of their information will they release
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 12 09pm
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Ben Moss Erica left Mufon.
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 10 31am
Morgan Beall Still in MUFON just left her position of SD.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 11 49am
Curt Home Find Friends
Ben Moss Opps my bad.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 11 55am
Ted Roe Actually she is not in mufon, if you knew the reason you
SPONSORED
would understand why I'm confident about that...
Like · Reply · October 24 at 8 37pm
Jason Merrill Everyone leaves POOFON because they are alien
salesmen..
Like · Reply · October 25 at 9 29pm
Write a reply...
Chris Munns Their website needs some work...
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 11 25am
Ted Roe Yes it does. ..and I need a web master...and help w design
and content... suggestions?
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 7 58pm
Chris Munns Well I'm a little busy with other things at the moment
myself but I'm sure there must be a few good web designers and
editors in the UFO/UAP research community. You're welcome to post
asking for a volunteer in the British Ufology Facebook group if you
think that might help.
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 8 03pm
Ted Roe Many thanks.!
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 8 17pm
Write a reply...
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Ted Roe We are not mufon. ..we won't withhold info, we are going to set
up a journal and publish. ..
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 7 59pm
Patrick Allen Thanks for taking the time to respond Ted
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 8 33pm
Jason Merrill None because POOFON are useless.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 25 at 9 29pm
Write a reply...
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Karen King It's not MUFON.
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 12 12pm
Patrick Allen If one of the people connected to is is also with Mufon
...it kinda says there is a connection
Like · Reply · October 24 at 12 14pm
Karen King Not really..people are free to join whatever organizations
they choose..that doesn't mean another organization is either Curt Home Find Friends
interested in nor connected with he other organizations. I certainly
haven't heard of any connections.
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 12 17pm
SPONSORED
Create Ad
Patrick Allen Lets hope so
Like · Reply · October 24 at 12 17pm
Morgan Beall Karen King to many people with trust issues.
Like · Reply · October 24 at 1 02pm
Karen King Morgan Beall yup.
Like · Reply · October 24 at 1 25pm
Eduardo Pogorelsky Ted Roe is the head not trust issues with him
Like · Reply · October 24 at 7 22pm
$5.99 at Amazon ★★★★✮
amazon.com
Write a reply...
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Curt Collins There's only so many letters, but it's a drag to see when
someone has already snagged your acronym.
https://www.facebook.com/IAUPROptometry/...
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 1 07pm · Edited
Lillian E. Waters LOL!
Like · Reply · October 24 at 1 20pm
Morgan Beall A good PRRR joke
Like · Reply · October 24 at 1 41pm
Gilles Fernandez Optometry? It means David Rudiak is part of the
project, right?
* Ok, I left *
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How to Use a Raw Egg to Determine if Your
Like · Reply · October 24 at 2 04pm
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Roger Glassel
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Privacy · Terms · Advertising · Ad Choices ·
Gilles Fernandez I specially liked the section "How to write a scientific paper for
Cookies · More
peer‑reviewed journals", this speaks a lot about "scientific ufology"...
Lance Moody
2h
Facebook © 2016
Looks like for me how to explain to your buddies and followers some TIPS "how to
write a scientific paper" in order the paper will/would be PERCEIVED as scientific.
Jeremiah Dugger
3h
Or the desire or phantasm by some ufologists for a scientific recognition (for
decades now).
Ryan Sprague
Impress the readers by the format, it will be cool and accepted here...
MORE CONTACTS (5)
What a "revealing slip".
Well, that's ufology, after all...
John Alexander
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 1 19pm
Morgan Beall So cynical Gillies
Like · Reply · October 24 at 1 41pm
Search
Gilles Fernandez There is no one "cynicism" here: when people like
Ruben Uriate, Erica Lukes, Ted Roe, etc. (and all who will/would like
Search Facebook
and have/had no red flags for this project) are teaching to others whatCurt Home Find Friends
they dont apply to themselves, or making appeals to "tips" or to be
mimic to Science papers, in order the readers receive you as a
Isaac Koi replied to his own
scientific, I call it "realism" or "revealing slip".
comment.
SPONSORED
Create Ad
Like · Reply · October 24 at 1 57pm
Gilles Fernandez replied to
Ted Roe I've written papers and given that a lot of folks are amateur
Isaac Koi's comment.
and volunteer it doesn't hurt to coach them...the EASE, SSE, and
other research societies all offer instructions in writing for publication.
Philip Mantle replied to
I have had to publish papers on my own site because there's no
Kamil Hryniewicki's
journal for uap research. Earthquake lights, earth lights, volcanism,
comment.
rare lightening, etc. ..no place to publish. ..by doing this there could
be a authoritative source for peer reviewed information. ..something
Roger Glassel likes Clas
lacking in this field. ..
Svahn's video.
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 7 23pm
$5.99 at Amazon ★★★★✮
amazon.com
Florent Michaud likes
Ted Roe And why would you believe that only credentialed scientists
Num Noms Series 2 ‑ Scented 8‑Pack ‑ Freezie
NOAA Science On a
should be allowed to present w logic and precision? That isn't rational.
Pops Family ‑ $5.99
Sphere's video.
Like · Reply · 4 · October 24 at 9 18pm
Mrherr Zaar added a new
Write a reply...
photo. “A 1980 ALIEN
ABDUCTION NOVEL
Roger Glassel Not considered as demarcation work. Do it right, start again!
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 4 16pm
The basic premise of
The...”
Barry Taylor Firstly, drop the UAP and promote the UFO tag.
Like · Reply · October 24 at 4 28pm
Etienne Hamelin reacted
Ted Roe Just to clarify, we are trying to offer a peer reviewed journal... we are
to La re‑révélation de
starting w people that understand how important that is to the field and
Stu Hanberry
building from there. Approval is required for active members and associate
members get the newsletter and journal copies. ..funny how the purpose of
Purple
Chris Rutkowski
the group doesn't make the post...
2h
How to Use a Raw Egg to Determine if Your
All organizations producing white papers simply publish to their sites and
Mattress is Awful. #purple Website: http://OnPur...
good work goes un‑noticed and a lot of newbs don't know how to write a
Ricky Poole
publishable paper...
SSE, EASE, and many other journals offer instructions, standards, guidelines,
Warren Naujalis
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Fact is that most of the PhDs in the field have known this was necessary for
years and the idea arose from discussion w Massimo Teodorani, Dr Haines
Roger Glassel
3m
Privacy · Terms · Advertising · Ad Choices ·
and others years ago...
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We are building a core team at present of people that want to see a higher
Lance Moody
2h
standard in UAP studies.
Facebook © 2016
Personally, I didn't want to have to do this. It's a huge and obviously thankless
job that simply makes a bullseye out of people like me. I waited almost a
Jeremiah Dugger
3h
decade for someone else to do it...while publishing on my own site. We need
support in most areas as we launch. ..
Ryan Sprague
Like · Reply · 7 · October 24 at 7 07pm · Edited
Barry Taylor PhD's and UAP's does not automatically make for a high
MORE CONTACTS (5)
standard UFO (yes, UFO) publication with correct and useful content.
What makes for an expert in this field? Most are "Commentators" on
John Alexander
the subject.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 24 at 7 31pm
Ted Roe Well, UFO isn't accurate when speaking of earthquake lights
and earth lights, volcanic lights, rare lightening, orb phenomena,
Search
etc..a ball of light isn't necessarily an object. ..I am looking for
experts, either credentialed scientists or published amateurs that
have a proven record of solid , rational research and presentation. Curt Home Find Friends
Search Facebook
..and there are many...and there's entire hemispheres that we get little
data from so reaching out might help. .. The need for this arose out of
Isaac Koi replied to his own
discussions w qualified, credentialed researchers. ...
comment.
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Create Ad
Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 7 42pm
Gilles Fernandez replied to
Ted Roe “An Unidentified Aerial Phenomena, UAP, is the visual
Isaac Koi's comment.
stimulus that
provokes a sighting report of an object or light seen in the sky, the
Philip Mantle replied to
appearance and/or flight dynamics of which do not suggest a logical,
Kamil Hryniewicki's
conventional flying object and which remains unidentified after close
comment.
scrutiny of all available evidence by persons who are technically
capable of making both a technical identification as well as a common
Roger Glassel likes Clas
sense identification, if one is possible.” (Haines, PP 13‑22, 1980)
Svahn's video.
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 7 44pm
$5.99 at Amazon ★★★★✮
amazon.com
Florent Michaud likes
Barry Taylor Ted Roe well all of the above are in fact UFO in the eyes
Num Noms Series 2 ‑ Scented 8‑Pack ‑ Freezie
NOAA Science On a
of the inexperienced witnesses that report these phenomena to
Pops Family ‑ $5.99
Sphere's video.
researchers. That is why they contact UFO Researchers or UFO
Organisations. It is then left to the experience of the researcher to
Mrherr Zaar added a new
interpret the details from the witness. Ask the right questions etc.
photo. “A 1980 ALIEN
then it can be concluded the "UFO" being reported is just ball
ABDUCTION NOVEL
lightning (if it exists) or something really unearthly to their current
knowledge. It basically comes down to the personal experience of the
The basic premise of
researcher, not regurgitated opinions based on guess work or
The...”
probabilities. Sometimes no real conclusion can be established if the
witness offers scant detail or the researcher is inexperienced in the
Etienne Hamelin reacted
subject and unable to ask specific questions that may identify the
to La re‑révélation de
UFO in question. Huge task, but numerous personal observations of
the phenomenon over time is highly beneficial to get the most
Stu Hanberry
accurate conclusion.
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Chris Rutkowski
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Steve Wills Fairplay to you guys.....look forward to forthcoming info
Mattress is Awful. #purple Website: http://OnPur...
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Write a reply...
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Ted Roe And you don't have to be a member to submit a paper or article, you
do have to be a qualified and approved member to referee studies, serve on
Roger Glassel
3m
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Like · Reply · 2 · October 24 at 8 03pm
Lance Moody
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Harry Drew replied · 1 Reply
Jeremiah Dugger
3h
Ted Roe Also...lol...regarding Erica Lukes , all staff in public at this point are
administration serving the organization. She is my Director of
Ryan Sprague
Communications. ...and quite a capable one . Additionally, her study of the
Nephi, Utah case well demonstrated her ability to manage a project. She
pulled together an excellent team, including Bill Puckett (a NARCAP guy, too),
MORE CONTACTS (5)
navigated a tricky investigation in good form. so she brings experience and
motivation to the position. ... Ruben Uriarte has been w us at NARCAP for
John Alexander
years. An excellent investigator and a real team player...
I have amassed more of these next‑generation researchers in the wings that
are very dissatisfied w UFology and are capable of objective research and
credible presentation to help w the org and initiatives. ...
Like · Reply · 8 · October 24 at 8 34pm
Search
Barry Taylor Sounds good Ted. Will be interesting to watch your progress.
Curt Home Find Friends
Search Facebook
Like · Reply · 3 · October 24 at 9 09pm · Edited
Ted Roe And thank you all for showing me your true colors...it's good to have
Isaac Koi replied to his own
it out in the open...no more phony postures and image management, eh
comment.
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Isaac? Now that you've tipped your hand.....
Like · Reply · October 25 at 12 43pm
Gilles Fernandez replied to
Isaac Koi's comment.
Isaac Koi "attacks and smears" and "abusive"?? Well, my post is at the top of
this thread for anyone to read and see if that sort of language is entirely
Philip Mantle replied to
rational.
Kamil Hryniewicki's
Like · Reply · 2 · October 25 at 12 58pm
comment.
Stu Hanberry The poor us card has been played already by this new group.
Interesting
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Svahn's video.
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Tracy Farley I also noticed that.
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Ted Roe I've known Isaac for several years and I've seen what he can do, I
would have thought he would have given me the chance to discuss it w him as
Mrherr Zaar added a new
a peer...but his characterization of our effort is demeaning. .without even
photo. “A 1980 ALIEN
looking into it....
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Ted Roe It's good to know
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Like · Reply · October 25 at 1 07pm
Isaac Koi Despite our past friendly relationship and my respect for your
Etienne Hamelin reacted
personal work, in the light of your comments above Ted, rather than explain
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my concerns (which involve some facts that you may not be aware of) I'll just
Stu Hanberry
say it is best that we go our separate ways. Goodbye.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 25 at 1 08pm
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Isaac Koi In the light of his earlier comments, I've now blocked Ted Roe from
this page. (That's only the second person I've blocked in about 10 years).
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are an expert and proposing a journal in sightings "which remains unidentified
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after close scrutiny", right?
The "close scrutiny" stated in the very naive Haines definition of UAP is only
Gilles Fernandez replied to
the one of some amateurs of UFO, then a chimera, by ufologists who are
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claiming they are IFO experts. They are not.
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study...
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capable of making both a technical identification".
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France ‑ 1965 ‑, etc. cases).
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of making both a technical identification" have no one sens due to the past
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best cases presented by you, so called/or today calling you "college of
experts", in the past or recent history (I proposed only 2 BEST ‑ sic‑ cases
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explained in the 6 past years).
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Yeah, Fort‑De‑France case was #2 case of the famous 1997 Pocantico
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Well, that's ufology, after all.
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Jeff Ritzmann I had wanted to comment earlier (before Ted was banned) that
this newest group is again, nothing to get worked up about one way or the
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other. Because like many others before it, it won't last. These groups never
do. It's part of the landscape when you're studying the 'paranormal' ‑ and as
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much as one tries to acclimate to it, the reasons for degradation are as varied
as explanations for UFOs are.
John Alexander
The only way they survive (In the case of groups like MUFON) is that it's a
revolving door ‑ members come and go as do their preconceived ideologies.
Local MUFON groups rarely maintain membership numbers and become
waystations for the curious, but few last more than a year or two. (I might
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point out MUFON's re‑branding campaign, recently trying to prop up it's
mortal remains).
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work you see fit. When you're done, publish the work for free distribution on
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the 'net. That's all you can do. The 'field' itself is not a gauge for anything so
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don't expect everyone to heap accolades on your work. The UFO interested
public has shown us time and again that they can't as a whole, determine the
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value of data presented. So, you have to measure success on a person by
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person basis, and the longevity of your work. If it's worth it's salt, it usually
inspires creative discussion and new thoughts on the subject.
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Know that if your work is solid (whether you make any solid conclusions or
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real can be beat upon with a hammer forever, while the nonsensical fades
away (after several zombie‑like resurrections). The best anyone can hope is to
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add as academically credible work as one can possibly do, and hope that it
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adds to the knowledge base of that which we know so very little about.
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Michael Huntington I would argue that we need a "People's Summit on
Ufology" to discuss the state of the field, to delineate workable definitions and
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classifications, to establish effective field studies and investigative
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techniques, and to devise strategies for academic/mainstream acceptance
and the long‑term advancement of Scientific Ufology. All doable if the serious
Etienne Hamelin reacted
researchers work at it and work to change the current focus of Ufology away
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from sensationalism, entertainment, New Age cultism, and profiteering
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celebrity Ufology.
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For it to be a "People's Summit" you have to entertain all the people's
Jeremiah Dugger
notions and opinions. And most opinions out there are based on wish
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fulfillment and self delusion.
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I think you see how this works. You'd get the same reception seen
here when you disinvite or negate any one else's opinion. What you
speak of here is a no‑man's land. It doesn't exist, because it can't
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exist.
John Alexander
Take for instance most "ghost hunters" out there today. The majority
have not one clue what's already been done in the parapsychology
fields ‑ and think they are on to something new. They're not trying to
put round pegs into square holes.
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You're speaking of the majority.
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Michael Huntington Oh yes. There could be problems. But I think if
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the summit was conducted like a convention with workshops, town
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halls, and educational classes then you would get more Ufology done
than in the current top‑down conferences/symposiums where people
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watch a paid speaker read excerpts out of their new book. No
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merchandizing and no paid speakers. Peer‑review paper
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presentations, maybe. But the entire event should focus on Ufology
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current state and future should happen face‑to‑face. There are
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Reform Movements now occurring at this point in Ufology's history.
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large science‑oriented group going to challenge the currently
dominating group that is focused on public relations. I think they
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has certain associative credibility issues. I support a Scientific
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They demand the Reader's Digest version of a complex phenomena,
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I facilitated one of the few academic studies into people who report
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paranormal experiences. I did so with 3 full time working research
scientists, all named. It was well promoted, when published. 20
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people actually read the material, and only one podcast actually
showed enough interest to have us on to discuss the work. It's still up
John Alexander
and available. But because it made no grandiose conclusions and was
a preliminary first step into a larger study, few had any interest.
So, science did in fact, get involved. No one cared. There's been other
instances of this same thing.
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study).
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You have to understand why the field is what it is, before you can talk
about navigating it and getting data back out. Fixing it is not an
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option. It's not how it works.
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coming shortly. 2017 will be a year for discussing reform in my
estimation.
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I'll make a prediction about reform in 2017: it will not happen at all, or
will only happen for a few people trying aimlessly to reform. Those
people will have to ensconce themselves away from everything the
Ryan Sprague
'field' turns out and isolate from it. In the end, no one will pay any
attention to them and they'll disband.
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But they'll also disband because the phenomena won't play ball with
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them. You have to live in antistructural situations/places and be well
within the liminality that surrounds the field before you start really
getting to any meat.
In short, you can't work in a structured, ordered and measured format
and study what can't be seen in ordered, and structured
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results.
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public and with clear guidelines/requirements with the option to
Etienne Hamelin reacted
request physical entry. This would be for the first event just to get
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organized without the noise. Jeff Ritzmann you obviously do not know
David Marler. He is anything but a Dolan or a sensationalist. He
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supports more strict research etc and is a supporter of scientific
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this discussion. Nor did I say there's no one doing solid work out
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UFOlogy. On a personal level, sure. Maybe in a small group. But as a
whole? Never going to happen. There's too many people with too
many ideologies and ulterior motives. Ultimately, sensible, thinking,
critical people in UFOlogy are a minority.
I mentioned the preliminary study I did with 3 full time research
scientists in this discussion, but never provided a link.
http://paratopiaoculus.com/project‑core/
We all worked quite hard for a couple years, and well publicized the
project, and it's release. 20 people read the published work.
EDIT: If anyone sets up a Skype call or Google Hangout, I'm there, as
these Facebook discussions are often unproductive. I'm in Maryland
on the East Coast (EDT)
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Jeff Ritzmann No sweat. If that discussion ever happens, lemme
know.
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Isaac Koi When I first became involved in online discussions of UFOs
a bit over a decade ago, I began with posting some thoughts on
possibilities for improving ufological debates and research. I gave up
trying to provoke such discussion within a year or two. Perhaps I
should revisit some of my suggestions now that more people in the
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UFO community listen to, or at least respond to, things I say? (Frankly,
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Stephen Miles Lewis Well, that escalated quickly and unfortunately
Like · Reply · 4 · October 25 at 4 17pm
Chris Isbert I am not a scientist but yet, our document (with my co‑author
Gilles Fernandez who is a scientist) about UFOs/IFOs was peer reviewed by a
panel of scientists from the CNES/GEIPAN. So yes it is possible to have your
work peer reviewed by them but they need to be really interested by it in the
first place. Whenever I encounter what could be a new/unreferenced type of
atmospherical phenomenon, I contact a team of specialists (ATOPTICS
TEAM). This not peer review but this is cooperation. My point here is that
things can be done seriously when it comes to "Ufology" and there's actually
no need to be part of some ufo organisation in order to do things well. Just my
2 cents in this thread. (Trying to bring an optimistic but yet realistic POV
here).
Like · Reply · 9 · October 25 at 5 37pm
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Paul Dean Of course UFO / UAP papers can be published in leading journals. It just
hasnt happen for a while. Everything: radar propagation peices, air safety, etc.
There were 6 US Air Force dissertations or educational peices published at the Air
Academy between 1967 and 1973 alone which all dealt with the UFO issue, and,
didnt make light of it either. This was the USAF accepting papers from officers and
airmen who were questioning their command and commanders on the UFO matter,
and sometimes in quite substantial detail. So if Ted Roe and co want to form a body
or organization to heavily publish or highlight old material or fact check forgotten
published works or whatever then there certainly isnt anything bad about that.
Facebook certainly isnt the place for research discussion. So somewhere has to be.
Like · Reply · 9 · October 25 at 7 39pm
James Plescher An echo chamber isnt the place either
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Tracy Farley The subject does not need any more groups with folks who lose
the plot. Ted demonstrated this here. Next.
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Morgan Beall Facebook often becomes a soap box for the unqualified. Isaac I
think you should let Ted back in. you have heard worse from people. I mean
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look at Gillies comments. He can't make his point without calling someone a
name or judging their character. He's brilliant but sometimes off putting but
no grounds for removal.
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Isaac Koi @Morgan Beall ‑ I'm happy to let Ted back in ‑ if he has calmed
down a bit. In my post above to Ted, I referred above to my "past friendly
relationship" with him and "my respect for your personal work". However, I
don't see any reason to put up repeated posts on my own Facebook page
about me being "abusive" or a "troll" or that I was posting "attacks and
smears". I'm involved in ufology because I (usually) enjoy this subject ‑ but I
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don't enjoy unwarranted comments of that ilk. Why engage with someone that
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persists in such remarks? As I also said above, my original post is at the top of
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Tracy Farley You clearly have not seen him on another page whining....
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Fin Handley I've seen Ted throw his toys out of the pram in 2 different groups
over the last couple of years.
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groups for more tha one yeAR, I was surprised seen him again
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Probably you are taking my comments as "offenses". But seriously, the use of
UAP is only a tip (conscious or unconscious) by some ufologists. They have
Roger Glassel
3m
Privacy · Terms · Advertising · Ad Choices ·
clearly in mind "ET craft" and do their best to NEVER use and avoid the term
Cookies · More
UFO in order to look more serious (for example in the SCU paper).
Lance Moody
2h
Facebook © 2016
I watch this community for a while now, and in particular the Hessdalen lights.
The proponents of this UAP are and were ufologists. The "tip" have consisted
Jeremiah Dugger
3h
to change the term in order to look more "scientific". But, I was in 2014
CNES/GEIPAN/CAIPAN and we explained them one their best
pictures/evidence they presented is only lens‑flares. So they promised to
Ryan Sprague
send us the original photograph in order we validate (or not) this hypothesis
(well it is for sure lens‑flare) by our softwares determining the optical center
MORE CONTACTS (5)
of a photograph. We never received the originals promised despite in the era
of the information and it had taken 2 second to send them...
John Alexander
Again, I "encourage" such individuals, but they are teaching to others what
they dont applied to themselves.
For example, in the new site there are "captures" of the Haines' paper (an ufo
legend), AS IF it is a paper using what is expected by a scientific paper and
Search
following the recommandations in the section of the new site "How to write a
scientific paper for peer‑reviewed journals."
Curt Home Find Friends
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In this and their own section, we can read:
Isaac Koi replied to his own
"It is easy to forget that the function of references is to allow any reader to
SPONSORED
Create
Ad
comment.
retrace the evidence that you cite. "
Gilles Fernandez replied to
But you have not the EXIF or any original/RAW photos in the paper...
Isaac Koi's comment.
You see the paradoxe? But probably I'm offending. I dont think so.
Philip Mantle replied to
Amitiés,
Kamil Hryniewicki's
Gilles.
comment.
Like · Reply · October 26 at 12 22pm · Edited
Roger Glassel likes Clas
Morgan Beall Should I even read it
Svahn's video.
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Florent Michaud likes
Morgan Beall I read. Actually agree Gillies. That's why there should be
Num Noms Series 2 ‑ Scented 8‑Pack ‑ Freezie
NOAA Science On a
thorough review. Many papers are not because the lack of a group to
Pops Family ‑ $5.99
Sphere's video.
peer review. Hopefully that will change. Maybe if Haines's paper
received a review and pointed this out in a constructive manner he
Mrherr Zaar added a new
would make the correction or do more to obtain the EXIF data directly.
photo. “A 1980 ALIEN
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Gilles Fernandez Allow me to offer you, Morgan (or those interested) an
anecdote maybe or my view regarding such projects.
Etienne Hamelin reacted
to La re‑révélation de
In France sometimes, or look at the Roswell Slides Research Group, we have
been able to team between"skeptics/debunkers" (A) and "proponents of more
Stu Hanberry
exotic hypotheses" (B) + different people totally out the ufo debate.
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For ONE case, B agree that A are very good experts to avoid/prevent "false‑
Ricky Poole
alarms".
A agree that B are probably good people to avoid/prevent a "miss" and to not
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Think of this (I claim it modestly) and maybe you will have the "ufology" of
Lance Moody
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your dreams.
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Gilles.
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Gilles Fernandez "International Association of U.A.P. Researchers"
Ryan Sprague
It sounds "circular" after a new reading of the site and imho. Why?
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In fact, or imho, they are acting like if no one scientific journal existed before
this project/attempt for a new and scientific journal.
John Alexander
The goal of ufologists is now & for long time, well known for "a scientific
recognition" desire.
They failed (despite peer‑reviewed journals existing for decades now). They
have the impression to have been ignored by the scientific community ‑
Search
typical of cranks ‑. Or the Galileo Syndrome and the Principle of Exclusion...
And to switch and encourage the term "UAP" than "UFO" is part of this Curt Home Find Friends
modern myth process and evolving you have the chance/luck to be the
modern and contemporary witnesses like me.
Isaac Koi replied to his own
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comment.
So, the idea behind/hidden/ing by the "International Association of U.A.P.
Researchers" may be the following:
Gilles Fernandez replied to
Why not to create our OWN scientific journal and given "tips" how to write a
Isaac Koi's comment.
scientific paper in disguise and US, ourselves, & between us, peer‑reviewing
your/OUR submissions for OUR Scientific Journal? (Circularity at the best).
Philip Mantle replied to
Kamil Hryniewicki's
Sorry for my English, which is not my native tong.
comment.
Je ne vais pas me faire beaucoup de nouveaux amis là‑dessus... ^^
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Curt Collins No, but he's discussing the project on his own page.
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